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Executive Summary

T e inflation stems from the size of the deficit and its
She role of the state in international trade is method of financing. In 1991, the fiscal deficit of

changing dramatically as Mongolia shifts from a the central government, excluding the deficit of
centrally planned economy to a private, market- state enterprises, was 13 percent of GDP. With a
oriented system. The change is fundamental, with de-facto floating exchange rate (the free rate),
the government relinquishing its role as primary deficit financing through increases in Central
actor and confining itself to the business of erect- Bank domestic credit to the government increases
ing a general policy framework for individuals and the money supply and fuels inflation. The
firms. This report offers recommendations to facil- Government should strive to reduce the fiscal
itate the development of a new pattern of trade - deficit and the resulting rate of growth of loans to
one that corresponds with the emerging privatized the central government and non-financial state
market economy and evolving international eco- enterprises.
nomic and political relationships. Price reforms are needed in three areas:

exchange rates, public sector prices and wages,
Macroeconomic policies to support a stable and interest rates. Reforms in these areas will
open market economy increase the supply of foreign exchange, reduce

A stable macroeconomic environment and fiscal deficits and the need to finance them by
smoothly functioning foreign exchange and finan- printing more money, reduce capital outflow and

cial markets are important determinants of the suc- the "dollarization" of the domestic economy, and

cess of efforts to expand trade. Export promotion facilitate a transfer of employment from the public

is likely to fail in a context of high inflation and a to the private sector.
fixed official exchange rate, since this undermines With respect to exchange rates, the require-

international competitiveness. Liberalization of ment that state enterprises surrender certain per-
import barriers will not be effective if the foreign centages of foreign exchange at the low official
exchange market does not allow importers access exchange rate discourages these organizations

to foreign exchange. from exporting and decreases the supply of for-
The three main macro-economic issues in. eign exchange. The foreign exchange retention

Mongolia are the budget deficit, the financing of system, which specifies the percentages of foreign
the deficit, and price reform. The problem of exchange that must be surrendered at the official

MONGOLIA: TOWARD A STABLE, OPEN MARKET ECONOMY i



exchange rate, is equivalent to an export tax of discourage domestic savings in terms of tugriks.

between 33 and 67 percent. The surrender require- Foreign exchange denomunated accounts represent

ments cause distortions because they apply to state a means of saving with positive real interest rates,

enterprises but not the private sector and because but delays in payments in dollars and fear of con-

the implicit tax rate on exports varies across prod- fiscation of dollar accounts encourage private citi-

ucts. The pattern of lower surrender requirements zens to save in terms of US currency. This lack of

on processed products than on raw materials artifi- "confidence" in the tugrik can be solved by

cially encourages processing activities. Applying devaluing the official exchange rate to a market

the surrender requirements only to state enterpris- rate, and allowing interest rates to rise. Nothing

es makes it difficult for them to compete with the fuels capital flight more than the expectation of

private sector for raw materials. devaluation combined with low domestic interest

The fixed official exchange rate causes other rates. This report recommends that the banking

problems. Maintaining a fixed rate in the face of system be allowed to expand without exchange

high domestic inflation has resulted in an appreci- regulations, subject only to prudential supervision.

ation of the tugrik in real terms, which threatens

the success of Mongolia's opening to world mar- Mongolia's domestic distribution system
kets. Real exchange rate calculations for Mongolia and trade

using the official exchange rate show a five- to An understanding of the role prices play in

seven-fold real appreciation of the tugrik relative determining the allocation of resources among

to the U. S. dollar between November 1991 and firms and the mix of inputs and outputs is essential

August 1992. For these reasons, the exchange rate in making the transition from a command econo-

system should be reformed by unifying the rates my to a decentralized market system. Prices can-

and phasing out the surrender requirements. A not perform their critical roles of rationing and

quasi-float of the exchange rate is the main credi- allocation if they are not allowed to adjust to mar-

ble policy in the absence of a stock of foreign ket-clearing scarcity prices. An open, market

reserves. If the exchange rate were unified and economy will enhance the role of international

freed it is likely that it would settle below the cur- markets and world prices in determining the allo-

rent free rate. cation of resources and goods in the domestic

Public sector price reform is necessary economy according to Mongolia's comparative

because low prices of public sector goods, such as advantage.

energy and public transport, contribute to the One of the chief obstacles to opening the

deficits of state enterprises. There is strong evi- economy to international prices is the state order

dence of erosion in the real price of public sector system. Recent economic reforms have modified

goods. For macro-economic stability, the the system, but many of the negative characteris-

Government of Mongolia should consider increas- tics of state orders remain. Price setting mecha-

ing the prices of public services while it privatizes nisms are not sufficiently flexible to allow prices

many of these activities. A fall in the real wage in to perform their critical allocation and rationing

the government sector would encourage workers functions in a market economy or to adjust rapidly

to move to the private sector. The money wage, to short-run changes in demand or supply condi-

however, should be adjusted on a more frequent tions. Allowing sellers to sell to the highest bid-

basis, albeit by less than the inflation rate. der, including exporters, will reduce the monop-

Price reform is also needed in the area of sony power of the domestic firms and expand

interest rates, because negative real interest rates exports. State orders tend to reduce output, and to
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increase imports or reduce exports, which con- and encouraging sales of goods in black markets.

tributes to the so-called foreign exchange "short- Setting maximum prices below the world price

age". Trade restrictions generally exacerbate the requires the government to impose export controls

negative impact of state orders. and worsens shortages by discouraging imports.

Freely operating commodity exchanges in The government should avoid price controls, and

market economies provide a setting in which buy- allow prices to change freely.

ers and sellers of commodities can deal with each One of the common characteristics of all for-

other. Left to their own devices, buyers-through merly centrally planned economies is a high

their bids - and sellers - through their offers - degree of concentration in industrial markets.

will determine equilibrium selling prices. Except for truly natural monopolies, where

Intervention by the commodity exchange is unnec- economies of scale do result in efficiency, there is

essary, except for perhaps setting daily limits on no reason for preserving monopolies established

price changes for contracts. Market-oriented eco- by the government as part of the centrally planned

nomic reforms since 1990 have altered the role of economy. It is critical that competition in monop-

Mongolian commodity exchanges, but they still olized industries be encouraged by facilitating

retain some of their characteristics of a centrally entry of new firms. This can be accomplished, in

planned economy. Recent legislation specifies part, by simply removing legal barriers to entry of

minimum percentages of domestic output and new firms. Easing entry will also require changes

imports that must be sold in the domestic market in the banking and financial system to remove

through the Consumer Goods Commodity financial barriers. A liberal trade regime in which

Exchange (CCCE). To the extent that these goods can be freely imported and exported disci-

restrictions are enforced, they limit competition plines domestic producers and restricts the ability

and discourage production. In a private market of domestic firms with market power to charge

economy, there is no strong economic argument high prices for their outputs or offer only low

for government owned and operated commodity prices for their inputs. Private firms must have

exchanges. Commodity exchanges should facili- access to foreign exchange and commercial credit.

tate transactions between buyers and sellers and Loans must be made available to all firms -

provide market information. Private commodity state-owned, privatized, and new private firms -
brokers should replace the government employees on the same terms.

of the commodity exchanges, and brokers should Managers, owners and entrepreneurs need a

be free to compete with each other on price and stable legislative and regulatory environment. The

service. There should be no restrictions on where government should strive to publicize accurate,

producers sell their products. The requirements to timely and authoritative information on legisla-

sell through particular commodity exchanges tion, government policies and regulations.

should be abolished. Improving domestic and international trans-

Although "rigid" prices and rationing as of portation will reduce the monopoly power of

August, 1992 only covered meat, flour and cook- domestic firms and local or regional monopolies.

ing oil, it is not clear that prices can adjust freely. Building an adequate transportation network is

The continued preponderance of state marketing expensive, and will require substantial infrastruc-

orders and "negotiated" prices is a significant ture investment by the government. This is one

impediment to freely operating markets. area in which an active role by government will

Artificially low prices on consumer goods exacer- enhance the development and operation of the

bate chronic shortages by discouraging production market system. Transportation can be improved by

MONGOLIA: TOWARD A STABLE, OPEN MARKET ECONOMY iii



encouraging competition in transportation ser- Export controls are potentially the most seri-

vices. Government transportation monopolies, ous official barrier to international trade. Mongolia

including MIAT's monopoly on air transport, requires registration of all export contracts. In

should be eliminated. Allowing and encouraging addition, a number of goods, primarily raw materi-

competition will improve the quality of transporta- als, are subject to export licensing requirements.

tion services and lower transportation costs. Registration and licensing requirements can seri-

ously impede exports and reduce foreign exchange
Reforming restrictions on international trade earnings. Such requirements give larger state trad-

The low and uniform 15 percent tariff is rela- ing organizations and state enterprises an edge
tively easy to administer, discourages tariff eva- over the private sector, because private traders are
sion, and should raise revenue with less distortion required to register each export contract and obtain
than arbitrary tariff structures, which afford numer- a license for each shipment, while the larger state
ous opportunities to special interests and lobbies, organizations export under general licenses.
This report recommends that Mongolia maintain its Export controls on raw materials increase the
current uniform 15 percent tariff structure. profits of processing activities, but reduce the
Suggestions that tariff rates be increased to dis- incomes of raw material producers. They may not
courage importation of luxury goods or discourage achieve the intended effect of increasing export
importation of "low quality" goods should be earnings by increasing exports of higher value-
rejected. A high domestic sales tax would discour- added products. The report recommends that the
age consumption of luxury goods and raise at least export licensing system be dismantled and that
as much revenue without encouraging high-cost export controls not be used for the purpose of
assembly operations. Consideration should be keeping export prices high.
given to levying the 10 percent sales and excise If Mongolia does retain some form of export
taxes, now currently a surcharge on imports, as a barrier, an export tax would be preferable to an
domestic tax to ensure that it is equally applied to export licensing system because it would prevent
domestically produced and imported goods. delays, reduce the risk of arbitrary decisions con-

A large number of exemptions has under- cerning who receives export licenses, and provide
mined the uniformity of the tariff in Mongolia and revenue to the government. The export contract
has cut duty collections approximately in half. registration requirement should be phased out as
Certain exemptions may not be achieving the soon as Customs has developed the capacity to
desired objectives, or may be creating additional collect export statistics. Data on export transac-
distortions. For example, the exemption for tions should be collected by customs as a routine
imports of enterprises set up with foreign capital procedure for customs clearance. To increase the
may not attain the objective of encouraging for- information available to producers of agricultural
eign investment and expanded production, and raw materials, the government could encourage
puts Mongolian firms at a competitive disadvan- the formation of producer's associations that
tage. This report recommends exempting from would disseminate market information, sponsor
duty capital equipment - whether imported by market research and offer grading, inspection, and
Mongolian firms or by firms with foreign partici- certification services for exports.
pation. It also recommends that a duty rebating The effectiveness of the entire trade policy
system replace the exemption for imported inputs depends upon the ability of the Customs adminis-
of enterprises set up with foreign capital. The tration to carry out enforcement duties and to
rebating scheme should apply to all firms. accurately collect and report data on trade flows.
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Customs is also an important source of revenue. A better set of policies to attract foreign

Given its important roles, the customs administra- investment to Mongolia would be to establish a

tion should be strengthened and the implementa- clear set of laws for foreign investment and land

tion of the customs laws streamlined and made as ownership and have those laws apply across the

efficient as possible. entire country. The government should not screen

projects according to degree of technology, nomi-

Policiesofor exportipomotionhforsMongolia nate particular industries for investment, or negoti-
What should Mongolia do with respect to

ate incentives and concessions on a project-by-
policies for establishing free trade zones, duty poectis and oeign inestmet-ol

rebaingschees nd xpor prmotin a it project basis. Local and foreign investment should
rebating schemes and export promotion as it betaedqulywihfrgnndomsc

make thetrasitin t an peneconmy?be treated equally, with foreign and domestic

firms allowed to retain and use earned foreign
Mongolia is currently considering the estab- exchange as they see fit and allowed free transfer

lishment of free trade zones in six cities as a way of (after tax) profits.
of attracting foreign investment. Free trade zones Existing schemes for duty exemption for

are an efficient means of administering duty free exporters are inadequate and beyond the adminis-
access to imported inputs by exporters, but this trative capacity of customs. Therefore, the gov-

does not appear to be an important consideration ernent should plan to adopt a full duty rebating
in Mongolia. Most of the industries nominated for scheme. But existing serious barriers to exporters,

the six zones under review do not rely heavily on such as the system of foreign exchange surrender
imported inputs. Furthermore, the zones do not requirements and export licensing and minimum

appear to have natural or man-made facilities suit- price controls, would need to be dismantled

ed to easy customs administration or to the conve- before a duty rebating scheme would have much

nient handling and transport of freight. effect.
Mongolia's basic tariff is low and simple. The Finally, the government should avoid setting

benefits to exporters from locating in a free-trade
up a special export promotion agency. In most

zone would probably be small unless the area had developing countes such organizations are inef-

other natural and attractive economic attributes. If fective because they are bureaucratic and out of
that were the case, firms would probably locate touch with commercial markets. Instead, export

there anyway on merit. It would be detrimental for promotion should be centered in organizations with

Mongolia if zones attract investment only because a closer private sector connection, such as a
of taxation concessions or other concessional con-

Chamber of Commerce, which have the focus and
ditions regarding prices for services and land. The incentives to be effective. Institutionally, Mongolia

government should avoid creating six special eco- has a good basis for appropriate export promotion

nomic zones that would then engage in a "bidding in the Mongolian Chamber of Commerce and
war" for foreign investment by offering conces- Industry and the Market Research Institute. A sim-
sions. There are a number of alternatives that could

pIe handbook of export rules and procedures
be applied on an economy-wide basis and that should be compiled.

would have a higher payoff to Mongolia.
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Box 1 Policy Recommendations

Policy Recommendations

* Strive to reduce the fiscal deficit and the resulting rate of growth of loans to the central
government and non-financial state enterprises.

* Reform the exchange rate system by unifying the rates and phasing out the surrender
requirements.

* Solve the problem of "confidence" in the tugrik by devaluing the official exchange rate
to a market rate, and by allowing interest rates to rise.

* For macro-economic stability, consider increasing the prices of public services while
privatizing many of these activities.

" Abolish the restrictions that require producers to sell through particular commodity
exchanges. There should be no restrictions on where producers sell their products.

o Avoid price controls, and allow prices to change freely.

" Encourage competition in monopolized industries by facilitating entry of new firms.

o Strive to publicize accurate, timely, and authoritative information on legislation, gov-
ernment policies, and regulations.

o Maintain the current uniform 15 percent tariff structure.

o Change the system of duty exemptions to treat Mongolian firms and firms with foreign
participation equally.

o Develop a full duty exemption or duty rebating system for imported inputs for the pro-
duction of exports.

o Dismantle the export licensing system and avoid export controls for the purpose of
keeping export prices high.

o Phase out the export contract registration requirement as soon as Customs has devel-
oped the capacity to collect export statistics.

o Avoid creating six special economic zones that would then engage in a "bidding war"
for foreign investment by offering concessions.

* Avoid setting up a special export promotion agency. Instead, center export promotion in
organizations with closer ties to the private sector, such as a Chamber of Commerce,
which have the focus and incentives to be effective.

* Compile a simple handbook of export rules and procedures.

vi EXECunVE SUMMARY



1
Introduction

M l has been set up. Vouchers that can be used to pur-
ongolia is emerging from seventy years of chase assets and shares were distributed to

central planning and state-controlled trading and is Mongolian citizens at a nominal fee. As of August
creating - from scratch - a market-oriented of 1990, 67 of approximately 600 enterprises
domestic economic system and trading regime. scheduled for privatization had been privatized,
This transition would have been an enormous and the pace was scheduled to pick up. Most herds
challenge under the best conditions, but Mongolia have been privatized. New private firms are
is attempting this transformation amid the collapse emerging, primarily in the trade and service sec-
of its traditional trading partners - the Council tors. The new foreign investment law and price
for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) coun- law are expected to stimulate more foreign direct
tries - and at a time of falling world prices for its investments.
principal export products and of disappearing aid Until recently, under the centrally planned
from the (former) Soviet Union, which at one time economy, Mongolia's international trade was con-
reached as high as 30 percent of Mongolian GDP. ducted exclusively through state foreign trade
The challenge is awesome, but the potential organizations. Import and export trade with the
rewards from long-term growth and improvement convertible currency area was handled mainly by
in Mongolian standards of living are worth the Mongolimpex. Trade with the CMEA trading area
transitional difficulties. was managed by Mongolexport, which oversaw

The transformation to a market economy exports; Teknikimport, machinery and technical
began in earnest in Mongolia in late 1990, when equipment imports; Autoneftimport, all imports of
Mongolia abolished the State Committee for vehicles and petroleum products; and
Social and Economic Development, the major Rasnoimport, consumer goods imports. Since
institution of the centrally planned system. The 1991 new company and privatization laws have
controlled price structure has been liberalized so given all individuals and enterprises the right to
that fixed prices and rationing apply to only a few conduct foreign trade directly.
commodities. Historically, Mongolia has been involved

A process of privatizing state-owned enter- heavily in international trade, primarily with
prises through a privatization commission and the socialist countries. In 1989 exports accounted for
sale of shares on the Mongolian stock exchange more than 23 percent of GDP and imports reached

MONGOLIA: TOWARD A STABLE, OPEN MARKET ECONOMY 1



almost 58 percent of GDP. Mongolia's principal Community. Commercial arrangements, including

imports include fuels, consumer goods, equipment most-favored-nations status, have been established

and spare parts, chemicals, foodstuffs, and materi- with Japan, the United States, and the Republic of

als. Major export goods are copper and molybde- Korea to promote international trade with these

num concentrates, cashmere, wool, camel hair and market economies.

hides. (See table 1.1.) The value of Mongolia's foreign trade fell

In 1989, approximately 85 percent of trade drastically in 1991 and 1992 following the col-

was with CMEA countries. The (former) Soviet lapse of CMEA trade, the breakdown of the pay-

Union has been, and still is, the predominant ments system, the termination of Soviet financial

source of imports and market for exports. But dur- assistance, and the fall in world raw material

ing the last three years, trade has begun to shift prices. Between 1990 and 1991 the value of

away from the former CMEA countries. Trade exports fell by about 60 percent and imports by

with China, which had been important before the about 40 percent. As a result Mongolia faces seri-

1960s, has begun to grow, and Mongolia has been ous shortages of many key imported goods and

diversifying its trading relationships to include the industrial inputs.

market economies as trade partners, especially Many of the difficulties currently encoun-

Japan, Hong Kong, Italy, and Switzerland. (See tered by Mongolia arise from the legacy of its

table 1.2.) An economic cooperation agreement socialist structure and from external shocks. The

has been negotiated with the European government is simultaneously coping with chal-

Table 1.1 Major export and Import products, January-August 1992

Product Value (millions of US$) As % of total exports

Exports
Copper concentrate 103.51 51.43
Molybdenum concentrate 4.35 2.16
Flourspar concentrate 8.04 3.99
Scrap metal 1.82 0.90
Coal 0.86 0.43
Timber 0.30 0.15
Cashmere & tops 6.90 3.43
Cashmere knitwear 1.30 0.65
Fur & leather coats 4.10 2.04
Sheep wool 0.27 0.13
Camel wool & blankets 1.14 0.57
Sheepskins 0.21 0.10
Deer hom 0.54 0.27

Imports
Gasoline & diesel 36.70 14.65
Transport equipment & engines 8.37 3.34
Spare parts & equipment 40.03 15.97
Metal rolling & ferroalloy 0.85 0.34
Chemicals 3.80 1.52
Matenals 7.82 3.12
Textiles 7.81 3.12
Food & tobacco 4.12 1.64
Household miscellaneous 1.75 0.70
Medicines 1.96 0.78

Source: Ministry of Trade and Industry

2 INTRODUCTION



Table 1.2 Destination of exports and Imports, 1980-92

Exports (as % of total exports) Imports (as % of total imports)

Country 1980 1985 1990 1991 1992 1980 1985 1990 1991 1992

USSR 79.4 77.0 78.3 67.6 56.7 85.8 86.9 77.5 66.0 73.5
China 1.0 0.4 1.7 15.2 14.2 0.6 0.5 2.4 4.5 7.8
Bulgaria 2.2 1.9 2.5 0.4 - 1.6 1.0 1.8 0.3 -
Czechoslovakia 5.6 4.6 4.5 1.2 0.4 3.5 2.6 3.7 2.7 0.8
Hungary 1.9 2.1 1.7 0.1 0.3 1.1 1.4 1.4 0.1 0.3
Poland 2.2 2.7 1.7 0.1 0.3 1.1 1.4 1.4 0.1 0.3
Romania 1.5 2.3 1.5 - - 1.0 1.6 0.7 0.2 0.1
Yugoslavia 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.9 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.2 1.1
Germany, DR 3.3 3.3 - - - 2.3 2.4 - - -
Germany, FR 0.3 0.2 2.1 2.9 3.4 0.3 0.3 4.1 3.5 2.0
Austria - 0.1 - - 0.1 0.4 0.3 1.1 48 2.1
Belgium - - - - 1.2
France 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 - -0.3 0.1 3.0
Italy 0.1 0.1 0.8 1.4 2.7 - - 0.4 0.6 -
Netherlands 0.1 1.0 0.2 0.1 0.2 - - - 0.1 0.8
Switzerland - 1.0 0.2 0.3 6.8 0.3 0.1 0.6 1.8 0.2
United Kingdom 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.6 1.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1
United States - - 0.1 0.1 0.5 - - - 0.4 0.2
Japan 0.2 1.1 1.2 3.4 5.9 0.1 0.2 1.1 0.8 2.8
Korea - - - 0.1 0.5 - - 0.1 2.0 1.0
Hong Kong - - - 1.1 2.1 - - 0.3 0.2 1.9
Singapore - - - 0.1 0.2 - - 0.1 0.3 0.8
Thailand - - - - 0.8
Others 1.1 1.2 1.8 1.9 0.6 1.2 0.8 1.0 10.3 0.7
Total Exports 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

- = Negligible
Note: Figures are calculated in current prices of Tugriks from 1960 to 1990 and in current US dollars from 1991 to 1992.
Source: State Statistical Office of Mongolia

lenges presented by both the collapse of economic tor the overall pattern of trade by collecting statis-

activity and the need to develop new economic tics on imports and exports as they pass through

structures to manage a market-oriented economy. customs.

This report focuses on international trade poi- Mongolia is developing a set of laws and reg-

cy for the emerging, market-oriented, Mongolian ulations that will provide the framework for pri-

economy. In a market economy, individuals and vate trade transactions, and is developing systems

private firms decide which products to export and for monitoring international trade. The entire set

import at what prices through contracts with indi- of laws, taxes, and regulations constitute

viduals and firms abroad. The government pro- Mongolia's international trade policy.

vides a legal and institutional framework in which The fundamental question addressed by this

these private international economic transactions report is what that trade policy should be. What

take place. The government establishes trade laws policies should the government pursue to achieve

and - through the use of import and/or export the maximum benefits from international trade for

trade taxes, licensing requirements, quotas, for- the citizens of Mongolia? In any economy interna-

eign exchange controls, product standards, or tional trade flows are influenced by, indeed often

other barriers to international trade - determines determined by, the operation of the economy as a

the level of regulation. The authorities also moni- whole. Particularly in the case of an economy in
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transition, such as Mongolia's, a report on interna- exchange surrender requirements and briefly dis-

tional trade policy must look beyond the question cusses customs administration.

of trade policy and consider domestic policies, Chapter 5 examines the issue of export expan-

both microeconomic and macroeconomic, that sion through specific export promotion programs,

also influence the volume and composition of special export processing zones, and/or duty

imports and exports. exemption or duty drawback systems.

This report first examines the macroeconomic Although this report is on Mongolia's interna-

context for trade expansion in Chapter 2. The tional trade policy, it is important to note that the

three main macroeconomic issues that influence success of Mongolia's trade expansion will also

trade expansion are the government budget deficit, depend on reforms in areas not specifically

the financing of the deficit, and price reform, addressed in this report. Important among these

including exchange rate reform. are:

Chapter 3 addresses the major microeconomic o Development of a smoothly functioning,

policy measures, including reform of the country's efficient, and reliable banking system

internal markets and distribution system, and the o A secure legal environment for the protec-

role of government regulations, price controls, and tion of property rights and the regulation of

rationing. commercial relations

Chapter 4 focuses on Mongolia's use of trade * Improvements in transportation and commu-
policy instruments, including the structure of the nication

import tariff, tariff exemptions, export licensing, * Investments in human capital, particularly

and export contract registration requirements. This management and marketing skills.

chapter also examines the impact of the foreign

4 INTRODUCION



2
Macroeconomic Policies to Support a
Stable, Open Market Economy

A has increased the deficits of state enterprises, which
report on trade expansion must address macro- must be financed. Even if privatized, state enter-

economic policies because a stable macroeconomic prises appear to have easy access to credit from
environment and smoothly functioning foreign commercial banks. In the worst case, their operat-
exchange and financial markets are the prerequi- ing deficits are financed by Central Bank credit or
sites for success in expanding international trade. possibly by credit from the banks.
Without a solid macroeconomic foundation attempts This chapter deals with the macroeconomic
at expanding trade may founder. Attempts to liber- policies that should be followed to insure and
alize import barriers will fail unless importers have maintain the stability that will help expand foreign
access to foreign exchange. trade. The chapter starts with a cautionary note on

Likewise, export promotion is likely to fall interpreting the recent decline in measured GDP
short if a fixed official exchange rate is maintained and the redistributive effects of reforms. Part of the
in the face of high inflation, since this undermines a redistribution that occurred between rural and
country's international competitiveness. Trade urban areas was a necessary consequence of the
expansion and reorientation also normally require reforms, but the redistribution of income generated
new productive investments, which cannot be prop- by the fall in the real value of financial assets,
erly evaluated in a highly inflationary environment which discourages financial savings, is an undesir-
and will be difficult to finance in a capital market able consequence of the existing macroeconomic
characterized by negative real interest rates. instability.
Foreign investment can contribute to the invest- The macroeconomic instability is attributed to
ment necessary for trade expansion, but it will be the fiscal deficit, itself largely the consequence of
discouraged by macroeconomic instability and loss-making public enterprises. Arrears should no
uncertain access to foreign exchange to repatriate longer be financed by the central bank, and public
profits. enterprises should be privatized with privatization

In Mongolia the three main macroeconomic not accompanied by credit to unprofitable enter-
issues that will influence the opening of the econ- prises. Macroeconomic balance will also require
omy are the budget deficit, the financing of the price reforms. The required price reforms are dis-
deficit, and price reform. These issues are linked cussed following the discussion of the fiscal
because the erosion of prices of public-sector goods deficit.
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The decline in economic activity and shift A major reform is required in the banking
in income distribution sector so that Mongolians have an incentive to

Like many other former centrally planned save tugriks. In the meantime, however, the dollar
economies undergoing the transformation to a is the only short-term liquid asset that is immune
market economy, Mongolia has experienced high to decreases in the purchasing power of the tugrik.
inflation rates and falling economic activity. Accordingly, much of private dollar activity will
Official data on real GDP indicate a fall in real go unrecorded in gross national product computa-
GDP per capita of 5 percent in 1990 and 11 per- tions.
cent in 1991 (table 2.1). These data may exagger- A third reason why current measurements fail
ate the fall in real income for a number of reasons, to adequately account for the expansion of private
however output is the use of constant base year prices in

In the previous national accounting system national accounts. The purpose of using constant
based on "Net Material Product", private econom- prices is to measure changes in real output. But,
ic activity went unrecorded, since in principle, it when the change in relative prices is substantial
did not exist. When private sector activity began, and the economy gravitates toward production of
mechanisms for monitoring private output were higher priced goods, constant base year prices will
not in place. Consequently, figures on net material underestimate the change in real output. Using
product and now gross national product registered current output prices would register higher output
a sharp decline in state economic activity without gains, since it would give greater weight to the
adequately capturing the rise in private economic goods with expanded production, but would there-
activity fore overestimate gains. The "true" change in out-

A second reason why current measurements put lies somewhere between those calculated
may fail to capture private activity is that many using base year prices and those calculated using
transactions are "dollarized." Dollars are held, serv- current year prices. Since relative prices have
ing as a form of savings, a medium of exchange, changed significantly in Mongolia, the path of real
and a unit of account. High tugrik inflation encour- GDP in table 2.1, showing a 3 percent fall in real
ages Mongolians to substitute assets that preserve GDP in 1990 and an 8 percent fall in 1991, must
their real value. The only liquid asset in Mongolia be interpreted with caution, particularly since, as
that has this property is the US dollar, since the indicated above, the statistical apparatus fails to
banking system did not, as of August 1992, provide adequately capture the rise in private sector out-
a competitive return, or even positive real deposit put.
rates. The output decline was accompanied by a rise

in unemployment (figure 2.1). The level of unem-

(percentage change in parentheses) ployment as of mid-1992 of approximately 54,000

1989 1990 1991 represents 8 percent of the 1991 labor force. If a
worker loses his or her job because of a cut in the

GDP 9,360.8 9,111.7 8,345.1 government budget, he or she receives the equiva-
(-2.7) (-8.4) lent of their last salary for a period of five months.

GDP 4,637 4,390 3,920 Otherwise, an unemployed worker receives for a
(per capita) (-5.3) (-10.7) period of five months the minimum livelihood or

subsistence level, which is currently 347 tugrik
Note: GDP in millions of constant tugriks, GDP per capita and is revised quarterly by the government. There
in tugnks.
Source: State Statistical Office of Mongolia are some training programs, but not large ones.
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Unemployment compensation thus is not great, the impact of reform on standards of living in rural

and is immediately eroded by high monthly infla- and urban areas. The reforms have resulted in

fion. An attempt to index unemployment compen- steeper increases in the cost of living in rural than

sation, or to extend it for longer periods of time, in urban areas, but at the same time the prices of

would be defensible on income-distribution products produced in the countryside have

grounds, but would be counterproductive from the increased relative to those produced in urban

point of view of reducing the budget deficit. areas. It would be incorrect to conclude that higher

Several factors contributed to the output inflation in rural areas resulted in a redistribution

decline and increase in unemployment. In addition of real income from rural to urban areas.

to the decline in transfers from the former Soviet Any discussion of inflation in Mongolia

Union in the form of subsidized energy prices, a should draw a distinction between urban and rural

major factor is the so-called "shortage of foreign prices. Urban price indices are constructed from

exchange" caused partly by the official rate of 40 data gathered in the three main cities

tugrik per dollar, which seriously undervalues (Ulaanbaatar, Darkhan, and Erdenet), the eighteen

foreign exchange (the free market rate was 240 in province centers, and one additional town. The

August 1992). Consequently, hard currency for rural price index covers the rest of the country.

imported production inputs, spare parts, and Economic reform has raised rural prices relative to

imported machinery is not freely available to urban prices (see figure 2.2 and table 2.2). The

many producers, who must redeem significant per- unusually high rate of inflation the month of

centages of dollar earnings at the official rate. March resulted from price liberalization, particu-

larly in the countryside. The two categories of
The rural-urban gap prices that rose the most in the country relative to

In Mongolia a substantial part of economic the city were rent and utilities (which may include
activity is in rural areas, so it is useful to compare

Figure 2.1 Unemployment in Mongolia: May 1991 to July 1992
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diesel fuel electricity production) and education Table 2.2 Monthly Inflation In the Cities and

and recreation (parents are charged increased fees the Countryside

in the countryside to send their children to ele- Urban Rural
mentary school, which is mandatory).

The greater rise in prices in the rural areas 1991
October 3.1 0.2

does not imply a bigger fall in the standard of liv- November 5.1 5.7
ing, however. Livestock privatization boosted December 4.1 3.0
household income in the countryside significantly 1992
more than the cost of living, while in the city January 4.1 18.3
incomes failed to keep pace with the cost of living February 10.1 19.0
by a significant margin. The privatization of live- March 33.1 66.6

April 14.1 11.6stock has shifted in a four-month period the per- Ay 4.1 4.5
May 4.1 4.5

centage of rural income earned by the "extra June 24.1 10.0
income from household" from 15 percent to 44 July 9.1 19.8
percent of total rural family income. Presumably, Average 11.1 16.1
the direct sale by herdsmen of meat, wool, skins,

camel hair, and cashmere at "liberalized prices" Source: State Statistical Office of Mongolia, August 13,
1992

(since March 1991) or at free market prices is the

source of this extra income of households in rural Privatization of livestock and the price liber-
areas. The urban area, however, continues to earn alization of March 1992 have appeared to increase
99 percent of its household income from wages the income of rural households considerably.'
and salaries, social insurance, pensions, and Some of the increase may be an overestimate due
allowances. These changes are indicated in table to unusually large sales of stocks of meat and
2.3, where each column indicates the percent of cashmere from "inventory" (which can be on the
so-called "extra income from the household" for hoof), and to recording of what were previously
the urban and rural sectors. black market transactions. Large sales from stocks

Figure 2.2 Overall Price Indices: Urban and would not be sustainable in the long run, however.

Rural (January 1991 = 100) Deflating family income by the corresponding

consumer price index (rural price index for rural

SOD _ income, and urban price index for urban income)

450- - - -e v e a reveals the paths of real income for both groups. A

400- .striking feature of the data on real family income is

350- - .h .-- - . that rural income surges in real terms with privati-
3oo- - zation of livestock, while urban income declines.
2oe (See table 2.4). These results corroborate the
2W.odobserved changes in the terms of trade between the
1507

urban and rural sectors shown in figure 2.2. The

50 . ratio of urban income to rural family income

0 ,_ __declines in a four month period from 3.16 to 1.43,

suggesting a significant redistribution of income
0 z 0 LL < from the cities to the countryside. Redistribution

u from the increase in the relative price of rural assets

caused by price liberalization and by the privatiza-
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Table 2.3 Extra Income from the household as rate of inflation in tugrik and a faster rise in the
a percentage of total family Income, 1992 price of the dollar. The fall in confidence causes an

Percent of extra Percent of extra acceleration in the rate of inflation.
Urban Rural Note that unless interest rates in financial

April 0.6 14.9 institutions fully reflect the expected rate of infla-

May 0.7 26.4 tion, there will also be financial disintermediation

June 1.5 54.9 as individuals withdraw savings in tugriks to con-
July 0.6 43.5 vert them into dollars. Such financial disinterme-

diation is unfortunate because a greater opening of

Source. State Statistical Office of Mongolia, August 13, the economy will require trade credits and a sta-
1992 ble, convertible tugrik.

The fiscal deficit
The fiscal deficit is important because of its

Table 2.4 Urban and Rural Family income In
January 1991 Tugrik link to monetary expansion, and hence inflation.

We focus on the fiscal deficit that is financed by
Urban Rural Ratio.

(rban (2)al (Ra( printing money, which includes the deficit of the

central government, the deficit of non-financial
April 1992 1359 430 3.16 state enterprises, and the local government deficit
May 1992 1337 545 2.45
June 1992 1170 855 1.37 fnanced by money issue. Data are available on the
July 1992 1002 702 1.43 fiscal deficit of these three entities, but only partial

data on their financing is available. While some
Source: State Statistical Office of Mongolia, August 13, data are available on financing of the fiscal deficit
1992

of the central government and of state enterprises,

none on financing of the local government was

made available to us durn the mission. The
tion of herds is a natural consequence of the g

available spreadsheets indicate a blank for the
reforms and no action should be taken to reverse it. local vreat Howee their e

local government category. However, their deficits

Erosion of the value of financial assets must be financed somehow. If they are financed

The high inflation on average has not, how- by issuing money, local government deficits also

ever, been offset by high nominal interest rates, and contribute to inflationary pressure.

consequently individuals and enterprises have Broadly speaking, the financing of the fiscal

reduced their holdings of real cash balances in deficit may be expressed as:

tugriks (table 2.5). Inflation is a tax on money hold-

ings. When inflation is 10 percent a month, each *

tugrik loses 10 percent of its value in terms of

goods each month. Consequently, tugriks become

undesirable, and, to protect their purchasing power,

people gravitate toward the dollar, which is

believed to be impervious to domestic inflation. where G represents governmental expenditures, T

But this rush toward the dollar actually increases tax receipts, D* foreign indebtedness, B domestic

the tugrik price of the dollar, causing both a higher debt of the government, FT foreign aid and grant
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Table 2.5 Real money balances
(millions of January 1991 urban tugriks)

Real Real Real Real Real foreign
Currency Mf M2 savings currency

deposits deposits

1991
October 1,130 4,481 6,086 1,239 365
November - - - -
December - - - -

1992
January 1,266 4,612 6,297 1,263 423
February 1,153 4,304 5,788 1,139 345
March 948 3,340 4,494 890 264
April 805 2,850 3,893 781 263
May 817 2,918 3,931 770 243
June 709 2,651 3,489 634 204
July 741 2,557 3,403 646 199

Source: Mission computations based on Bank of Mongolia data

inflows, and ADC the change in net domestic 1980s, this aid amounted to nearly 30 percent of

credit from the central bank. Equation (2.1) states GDP. In 1991, the fiscal deficit of the central gov-

that there are three possible ways to finance a ernment was 13 percent of GDP. This figure does

deficit: borrow from abroad (or deplete foreign not include the deficit of state enterprises.

assets or receive grants), borrow domestically, or With a de-facto floating exchange rate (the

print money. It is difficult for the government to free rate), increases in Central Bank domestic cred-

borrow domestically. So, as in other economies it to the government and private sector cause equal

with relatively underdeveloped financial markets, increases in the high-powered money base of the

the central bank creates money, validating the fis- country. (See Appendix 2.2) Consequently, the

cal deficit. money supply rises. For a given level of inflation,

Notice that the expenditures of non-financial nominal interest rates, and real GDP, however, real

state enterprises may be treated as part of G and money demand is stable. Moreover, as money

their receipts as part of T to analyze the fiscal and growth and inflation increase, the demand for

quasi-fiscal deficit. Similarly, the local govern- money to hold as an asset falls, creating an excess

ment deficit should be included to the extent that it supply of money, which individuals attempt to

is financed by the central bank. If G includes pay- exchange for goods. The extra demand for goods

ments due but not paid by the government, the pushes up prices, further exacerbating the excess

accumulation of arrears is a means of financing a supply of money and inflation. (See Appendix 2.3)

fiscal deficit since the unpaid interest and princi- The path of domestic credit (of the monetary

pal is added to principal and is accrued over time. system) is indicated in table 2.7. The consolidated

External arrears thus increase foreign indebted- banking system is used in table 2.7 since some

ness, since they constitute "involuntary" lending commercial banks are apparently financing state

by external creditors. Financial and technical enterprises previously financed by the Bank of

assistance previously provided by the former Mongolia.

Soviet Union ceased in 1991, seriously aggravat- In terms of rates of growth, claims on the cen-

ing Mongolia's financing problem. During the tral government and state enterprises grew at a
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Table 2.6 The fiscal deficit as a percent of 1991 monthly GDP

1992

January February March April May June

Fiscal deficit 0.0 -18.1 1.6 8.5 8.7 -8.6
(Central
government)

Fiscal deficit -11.3 -15.9 -25.2 -24.9 -34.7 -28.6
(Local
government)

Fiscal deficit -11.3 -34.0 -23.6 -16.4 -26.0 -37.2
(Total)

Note: a "-" sign indicates a deficit, a "+" sign a surplus
Source: Mission computations based on Bank of Mongolia data

monthly rate of 2.9 percent from January 1991 to However, table 2.7, which contains the stock of

July 1992, which is equivalent to a 41.4 percent domestic claims on non-financial public enterprises,

annual rate. Credit to the private sector, on the shows a rise of 65 percent in nominal credit

other hand grew at a 13 percent monthly rate or extended to state enterprises from January 1991 to

340 percent annual rate. It would be interesting to July 1992. In principle, privatization of unprof-

have a list of the "private" firms that received the itable state enterprises would reduce the inflationary

loans and to know whether "private" means some impact of central bank financing of these deficits.

minority ownership or greater than 50 percent pri- But evidence suggests that the "pnvatized" banks

vate ownership. With high monthly inflation rates are continuing to finance the state enterprises. In the

"real" credit to the public sector declined: this is short run, therefore, the anti-inflationary benefit of

due in part, however, to the rise in velocity. The privatizing unprofitable enterprises has not been

government should strive to reduce the rate of realized. In the long run, the private enterprises will

growth of loans to the central government and to be more profitable and consequently tax revenues

non-financial state enterprises. As discussed in a should rise.

later section, if state enterprises undertake price The privatization of previously profitable

reform, their reliance on loans can be reduced. state enterprises, however, reduces the total sur-

plus to the central government and state enterpns-

Privatization and the fiscal deficit es, and adds to the fiscal and quasi-fiscal deficit

The revenues of state enterprises less their because the enterprise is no longer, strictly speak-

expenditures - their profits - are part of the fiscal ing, part of the government. Thus its after-tax

and quasi-fiscal surplus when the enterprise is prof- profits can no longer be included in the govern-

itable, and are part of the deficit when the enterprise ment budget. From the point of view of the central

is unprofitable. In the absence of foreign aid, losses government, the tax rate on private and state enter-

by state enterprises will be financed by issuance of prises is the same. Thus, if the profits remain

central bank credit, which aggravates the inflation- unchanged, pnvatization of a profitable firm has

ary situation. Since we do not have the accounts of no impact on tax receipts.2

state enterprises, we cannot directly identify their In addition to considerations on the initial

losses and the manner in which they were financed. profitability, state enterprises are currently
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Table 2.7 Domestic credit and net foreign assets of Mongolia's consolidated banking system
(millions of tugriks)

1991 1992

Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

Foreign Assets -332 136 3,901 420 -8 -889 -1,193 -1,212 497 362 300
(Net)

Domestic Credit
(Net) Claims on
Central
government -1,192 -1,294 -985 -793 -1,184 -1,494 -1,699 -1,561 -1,589 -1,997 -1,780

Claims on
non-financial
public
enterprises 7,976 9,266 10,062 10,273 10,446 10,938 10,811 11,189 11,558 12,250 13,192

Claims on
private sector 516 731 1,663 2,073 2,408 2,662 3,026 3,352 4,062 4,553 4,766

Source: Bank of Mongolia

required to turn over a percentage of their foreign Price reform

exchange receipts to the Bank of Mongolia at the The problem of inflation needs to be addressed

official exchange rate (40 to I rather than 240 to I via a number of price reforms in the areas of

on the parallel market.) The difference between exchange rates, public sector prices, interest rates,

the market rate and the official rate represents a and public sector wages. These reforms will lead

tax on the export proceeds of state enterprises. to a greater supply of foreign exchange to the

Totally private enterprises are exempt from country, reduce fiscal deficits and their financing

the foreign exchange surrender requirements. by the printing press, reduce capital outflow and

Proceeds from the implicit tax on foreign exchange "dollarization" of the domestic economy, and

sales will drop once firms are privatized, since pri- facilitate a transfer of employment from the public

vate firms will not be subject to foreign exchange to the private sector. Each area of price reform is

surrender requirements, or will be subject to lower discussed in turn.

percentages surrendered. Privatization may there- The exchange rate. The official exchange rate

fore have the effect of reducing the implicit tax as of August 1992 of 40 tugriks per dollar under-

receipts of the government in the short run. The valued the dollar for official transactions - the

size of this loss depends on various factors: initial market rate at the time was approximately 240

export proceeds in dollars, the market versus the tugriks to the dollar. State enterprises were

official exchange rate, and the surrender rate required to turn over to the State Bank Interna-

before and after privatization. To the extent that tional up to 90 percent of their export proceeds in

the dollars received by the government at the offi- foreign currency at the official exchange rate. The

cial rate are sold back to state enterprises at the surrender rates range from zero for completely pri-

official rate and are thus an implicit subsidy, the vate companies in which the state had invested no

privatization would, if such a subsidy via the capital to 90 percent for the national airline, MIAT.

exchange rate were removed, reduce the deficit of Mandatory conversion at the official price of

the central government. foreign exchange represents a tax on enterprises
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when they turn over foreign exchange at the offi- the two in the sense that if the official rate were

cial rate, and a subsidy when they purchase for- freed and the exchange market unified, the free

eign exchange at the official rate. The low official market price of the dollar would fall at the same

price, however, discourages at the margin exports time as the official rate rises.

of those enterprises subject to conversion re- Measuring the real exchange rate is only

quirements at the official rate, and decreases the recently possible with the introduction of con-

supply of foreign exchange. Furthermore, the low sumer price indices in Mongolia. Due to the recent

official rate has encouraged the state trading com- nature of these indices and the free float of the

panies to continue barter trade internationally as a free rate, it is not easy to think of a historical equl-

means of conducting commerce without an interna- librium in the real exchange rate that could be

tional medium of exchange. used as a basis for comparison. A bilateral real

The policy of maintaining a fixed official exchange rate index for the free market rate of the

exchange rate in the face of high domestic infla- tugrik relative to the US dollar shows the pattern

tion has resulted in an appreciation of the tugrik in indicated in columns 1 and 2 of table 2.8. The real

real terms. Real exchange rate calculations take exchange rate of the official market is reported in

into account changes in the prices of goods at columns 3 and 4. Both indices were calculated

home and abroad as well as changes in the nominal using the free market real exchange rate of 1991 =

exchange rate. (See Appendix 2.4) Domestic infla- 100 as the base. The real exchange rate of the offi-

tion at an unchanged nominal exchange rate results cial market was calculated as the free real

in a real appreciation of the country's currency and exchange rate multiplied by the free rate and di-

reduces the competitiveness of domestic products vided by the official rate (Tg. 7.1 until June 1991

in foreign markets. A real depreciation (or devalu- and Tg. 40 thereafter).

ation) makes a country's products more com- The calculations using the official exchange

petitive and foreign goods less competitive in the rate show a five- to seven-fold real appreciation of

home market. The real exchange rate is one of the the tugrik relative to the U.S. dollar between

most important relative prices in a country because November 1991 and August 1992. The real appre-

it indicates the price of foreign goods in terms of ciation in the free market was considerably less,

home goods. It is the relative price that links the but still significant.3 This real appreciation makes

home economy to the world. A floating exchange Mongolian goods less competitive internationally

rate or a crawling peg tends to keep the real and foreign goods more competitive in Mongolian

exchange rate competitive by avoiding a fictitious markets.

fix in the exchange rate in the presence of high The exchange rate system is inefficient and

inflation. should be reformed. There is a need to unify the

When there is a single, unified exchange rate, exchange rate because the wide divergence

the real exchange rate is easily measured and inter- between the two rates introduces distortions. The

preted. When there is, on the one hand, a quasi- exchange rate system should be reformed by un-

fixed official exchange rate through which many fying the rates and eliminating the surrender

transactions pass due to surrender requirements, requirements. A quasi-float in the exchange rate is

and on the other, a freely floating exchange rate in the main credible policy in the absence of a stock

a small market that may overprice the dollar, it is of foreign reserves that could be sold to maintain a

particularly difficult to interpret the meaning of the crawling peg exchange rate. If the exchange rate

real exchange rate since there are two. The were unified and freed, it is likely it would settle

equilibrium exchange rate is likely to lie between below the current free rate.
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Table 2.8 The bilateral real exchange rate of Mongolia relative to the US dollar

Free Market Official Rate

Real exchange Real exchange Real exchange Real exchange
rate (urban) rate (rural) rate (urban) rate (rural)

1991
November 100 100 169 169
December 96 109 175 200

1992
January 80 99 191 237
February 116 180 253 392
March 120 183 287 437
April 106 162 300 456
May 107 144 368 497
June 113 167 705 1,047
July 124 184 775 1,151
August 136 202 852 1,265

Note: a rise indicates a real appreciation (IMF scale)
Source: Mission computations based on Bank of Mongolia and IFS data

Table 2.9 Monthly realized rates of return from tugrik savings accounts and US dollar assets
(percent per month)

US dollar US dollar US dollar
Savings currency currency deposit

Small Savings (5 yr deposit) (Mongolian goods) (US goods) (at 8%)

1991
Sept. -12.3 -10.3 - -.4 -
Oct. -2.9 -0.6 - -.2 -
Nov. -4.6 -2.4 - -.3 -
Dec. -4.0 -1.7 3.8 -.1 4.5

1992
Jan. -3.2 -1.0 26.2 -.5 27.0
Feb. -8.7 -6.6 -17.0 -.5 -16.4
Mar. -24.6 -22.8 -17.5 -.1 -16.9
Apr. -11.9 -9.8 3.4 -.2 4.1
May -4.1 -1.8 17.2 0 18.0
Jun. -19.1 -17.3 -17.7 0 -17.2
Jul. -8.1 -6.0 -8.4 0 -7.8

Source: Mission computations from Bank of Mongolia data.
Note: the urban price index was used in the calculations.
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The surrender requirements could be phased erosion in the real price of public sector goods -

out by: energy, rents, transportation, communications, and

* Progressively moving the percentage of for- medicine, for example. The lowering of the real

eign exchange surrendered at the official rate price of public sector goods contributes to the

from the high of 90 percent to zero over a six deficits of state enterprises, which must be

month period. financed by foreign borrowing and grants, domes-

tic borrowing from non-official sources, the sale

* Progressively reducing the number of enter- of foreign reserves, or by printing more money.

prises that are subject to the retention system. To achieve the goal of macroeconomic stability,
the government of Mongolia should consider

Once the rate is unified and freed, the Bank of increasing the price of public services and at the

Mongolia could purchase foreign exchange in the same time privatizing many of these activities. By
market for the purchase of government supplies increasing public sector prices, printing press

and for debt service. Capital inflows tend to appre- finance of the deficit of state enterprises can be

ciate the tugrik, and may do so once foreign stopped.

investors are able to purchase shares of private During the transition to a market economy, a

companies on a stock market, once secondary fall in the real wage in the government sector is a

trading is introduced. The Bank of Mongolia useful means of encouraging workers to leave the

could purchase foreign exchange at that time to public sector. But the money wage should be

build up international reserves, rather than allow a adjusted on a more frequent basis, albeit by less

full real appreciation of the tugrik. than the inflation rate.

Public sector prices and wages. As shown in Interest rates. Real rates of interest in the

figures 2.3 and 2.4, there is strong evidence of banking system as of August 1992 were highly

Figure 2.3 Public Sector Prices relative to the Overall Price Level: Urban (January 1991 = 100)
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Figure 2.4 Public Sector Prices relative to the Overall Price Levels: Rural
(January 1991 = 100)
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negative. That is, when inflation is deducted from During the same period, foreign exchange

the nominal rate of interest, the real rate of return denominated accounts bore an interest rate of

is calculated as a negative return. In general, the between 3 percent and 8 percent a year, mostly in

real rate of return is nominal interest, i, less the US dollars. These accounts provided a means of

rate of inflation, p, divided by one plus the rate of saving with positive real interest rates. But,

inflation, or (i-p)/(j+p). 4 The real rates of return numerous complaints about delays in payments in

for savers are indicated in the first two columns of dollars implied less than complete confidence in

table 2.9 for the period September 1991 to July such accounts. This lack of confidence prompts

1992. Deposit rates for "small savers" are current- private citizens to save by holding US currency,

ly at 3 percent a year while term deposits of five- which unfortunately bears a zero nominal rate of

year maturity bear 36 percent a year. In terms of interest. The existence of dollar-denominated ac-

monthly interest rates, these represent 0.2 and 2.5 counts, if credible, would reduce capital flight.

percent monthly. Given the high rate of inflation, There are two aspects to such accounts: the index-

both rates of return are highly negative. These ation relative to the dollar, and possible convert-

negative rates discourage domestic savings in ibility into the dollar. Indexation without convert-

terms of tugriks. Similarly, the Bank of Mongolia ibility would still provide an asset more attractive

rediscount rate and the State Bank International than the tugrik, so it should not be ruled out.

rates for loans to public enterprises are negative in Probably only foreign banks could provide credi-

real terms, since the interest rate they charge is ble convertibility.

less than the rate of inflation. The latter practice Private individuals and enterprises currently

constitutes an interest rate subsidy. The lending are suspicious of the banking system. Mongolians

rates of the Bank of Mongolia and the State Bank fear confiscation of their accounts, especially

International should be increased sufficiently to those denominated in US dollars. Delays in trans-

ensure positive real interest rates. fers of dollars by the State Bank International only
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add to the suspicion that the state is a predator on to be welcomed, since they will produce a rise in

foreign balances. The state should not be a "preda- tax receipts.

tor" upon the dollar accounts of its state enterpris- The benefits of sound banking to international

es, including those of Erdenet. The supposed trade are great, including trade finance and the
"shortage of foreign exchange" is a fiction created prevention of capital outflow by market mecha-

by an unwillingness of the state to pay a market nisms. Of equal importance is a healthy banking

price for foreign exchange. system, which would be able to provide invest-

Individuals save in terms of dollars because ment finance. The emphasis on self-finance is cur-

the tugrik is depreciating rapidly and savings rently too great. Healthy investment can afford to

deposit rates are low. This "confidence" problem borrow at positive real rates of interest. Some

can be solved by devaluing the official tugrik to a unhealthy investment can also, but this is a matter

market rate, and floating interest rates. Nothing for the lending banks to sort out.

encourages capital flight more than the expecta-

tion of devaluation combined with low domestic

interest rates. For this reason, the official This report has stressed the need for price

exchange rate needs to be floated, so that devalua- reform of the exchange rate, public sector prices

tion becomes a matter of the past. The higher offi- and wages, and interest rates. Reform in these

cial rate will increase the overall supply of foreign areas will be required for Mongolia to move to an

exchange in the market and thus lower the free open economy that does not tax Mongolian

market price. At'the same time, the Bank of exports in the form of an overvalued official

Mongolia and the State Bank International can exchange rate and that does not encourage capital

raise lending rates to positive real levels, thereby flight and dollarization due to highly negative real

rates of interest. Furthermore, it is suggested that
giving a clear signal to the banking sector.

The exchange rate and interest rate reform these reforms, along with increased privatization,

recommended above will encourage Mongolians which should be accelerated, will lead to lower
deficitefinancingeand,lthus,upriceMstability

to save through the domestic banking system. deficit financing and, thus, price stability.

Such reform should be accompanied by able pru-

dential supervision of the banking system.
banting sAppendix 2.1: The Real Rate of Return on

Technical assistance in the formation of banking Assets
inspectors may be required.

At the moment, however, there is such a lack . The real rate of return, r, in terms of

of confidence in the banking sector that private Mongolian goods on a tugrik asset bearing "i"

citizens, both domestic and foreign, bypass the nominal interest rate in tugriks when the rate of

Mongolian banking system altogether, either by inflation in Mongolia is "n" is indicated by the

holding dollars or traveling to make direct standard formula:

deposits abroad in banks in Hong Kong or

Singapore. Such drastic asset behavior is warrant- (A1.1) r +
ed only by the high real cost of holding tugrik bal- (1+ r) (1+ 7r)
ances, either in cash or in savings deposits. We

strongly recommend that the banking system be The real rate of return, r, in terms of

allowed to expand without exchange regulations, Mongolian goods on a dollar asset bearing "i"

subject only to prudential supervision. Profits are nominal interest rate (i=O for currency) when the

rate of inflation is "n" and the rate of depreciation
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of the tugrik relative to the dollar is "B" is given where c=CU/D, the currency deposit ratio, and r is

by: the ratio of total bank reserves to deposits, i.e.

r=BRID. The money multiplier could also be

(Al.2) r = (1+ )(+6) - ( *++ ii) expressed in terms of required and excess reserve
+ )+ ir) ratios since r=rr+er, where the required reserve

ratio (rr) is given by rr=RR/D, and the excess

The real rate of return, r, in terms of US reserve ratio (er) is given by er=ER/D. The

goods of a dollar asset bearing "i" nominal interest money supply will increase if either required

rate when the rate of inflation of the US is "It" reserves or desired excess reserves fall. If the

percent is simply given by equation AL.1, where desired currency to deposit ratio rises, the money

US data are used instead of Mongolian data. supply falls.

These formulas were used to calculate the monthly When the exchange rate is fixed by the pur-

rates of return of various assets in Mongolia. chase and sale of foreign exchange, the supply of

money is determined by the demand for money.
Appendix 2.2 The Money Supply Process An increase in net domestic assets (or net domes-

The money supply is defined as currency held tic credit) will, with a given money demand, cause

by the non-bank public plus bank deposits, D. a loss in net foreign assets, i.e. a deficit in the bal-

There are different measures of the money supply ance of payments since individuals and firms will

depending upon which types of deposits are exchange home currency for foreign exchange

included: MI includes only demand deposits, M2 (unless prevented from doing so by exchange con-

includes both demand deposits and savings trols.) Under a fixed exchange rate system, there-

deposits, and yet broader measurements include fore, the authorities cannot directly control the

also other types of deposits. money supply since they are committed to pur-

The money supply is given by equation chasing and selling foreign exchange at the fixed

(A2.1) where m is the money multiplier. Thus, rate. Instead, they control domestic credit and in

the money supply equals the product of the money doing so, the path of foreign exchange reserves,

multiplier and base (or high-powered) money. that is, the balance of payments. This is essential-

ly the monetary approach to the balance of pay-

(A2.1) M=mH ments.

Under a flexible exchange rate system, an

Base money in turn is obtained by increased hold- increase in net domestic assets will cause a rise in

ings of currency by the non-bank public, CU, and reserve money and consequently in prices, includ-

commercial bank reserves, BR. Thus: ing a rise in the price of foreign exchange, that is,

a currency depreciation. If the money multiplier,
(A2.2) M = CU + D m, is stable, the monetary authorities are able to

control the money supply under a floating

Dividing (A2.2) by (A2.1) and simplifying, we exchange rate either by changing reserve money,

obtain the following expression for the money H, or by changing the required reserve ratio, rr.

multiplier: Also, by selling Central Bank Bills or Treasury

Bonds to reduce excess reserves, the er ratio may

c +1 change. By eliminating interest on reserves, the er
(A2.3) mH -ratio may also fall.

c+r
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For a given level of net foreign assets, a rise Substituting equation A3.2 into the money

in domestic credit extended by the central bank to demand equation allows money demand to be

the government or state enterprises causes H to expressed as a function of real income and the

rise in the same amount. expected rate of inflation. The expected rate of

inflation can be considered the opportunity cost of
Appendix 2.3 The Demand for Money holding money when the nominal interest rate is

A basic assumption in the theory of the not free. In the estimation of money demand, the

demand or money is that the demand for money is actual rate of inflation is sometimes used as a

a stable function of a few variables. This requires proxy measure for the expected rate of inflation.

that there be a predictable relationship between Long run equilibrium in the money market

money demand and its determinants. implies that money demand equals money supply

The long-run demand for money can be speci- in the long run:

fied in a general way as rising with higher real

income, falling with higher interest rates, and ris- (A3.3) M=L

ing in proportion to the price level. Note that

nominal income, Y, is defined as real GDP, y, By multiplying and dividing the left-hand side of

times the level of prices, P, i.e. the GDP deflator. (A3.3) by P, noting that real money demand is

A common functional form is the Cagan money UP, and taking changes, we obtain another impor-

demand function: tant relationship: the rate of inflation is approxi-

mately the rate of growth in money supply less the

rate of growth in money demand:

(A3.1) - = Ky E
P

AP AM A(L / P)
(A3.4) - - - ____

P M L/P

where L is nominal money demand, i is the nomi-

nal rate of interest, y is real gross domestic prod- The inflation rate is thus directly related to the rate

uct, P is the nominal price level, and g a random of increase in the money stock less the rate of

shock with expectation zero. The product oti is the increase in real money demand that is caused by
elasticity of demand for money, and a alone is the growth in real output and changes in the interest

semi-elasticity of demand for money. rate. With constant interest rates and a unitary

When nominal rates of interest are subject to income elasticity of demand for money, the equi-

ceilings which are fixed during different periods, librium rate of inflation equals the rate of growth

the nominal rate of interest does not correctly cap- in money supply less the rate of growth in real

ture the opportunity cost of holding money. The GDP.

rate of inflation is a better measure.

The nominal rate of interest (which could be Appendix 2.4 Definition and Calculation of

observed on a parallel market) equals the real rate the Index of the Real Exchange Rate
of return (r) plus the expected rate of inflation The real exchange rate (RER) can be
(71*). expressed by the following formula:

P P
(A3.2) . * RER= fN = p

e
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where e, is the nominal effective exchange rate goods, and if there is no variation in the nominal

or the average bilateral exchange rate effective exchange rate, an increase in the REER

indexes against the main trading part- implies that the ratio of the index of the prices of

ners (calculated using the domestic nontradable goods to the index of the prices of

currency exchange rate denominated tradable goods has risen faster in Mongolia than in

in dollars); partner countries. The real exchange rate calcula-

PNT is an index of the price of nontradable tions in the text were based on the U.S. dollar

goods and services (or those sheltered exchange rate and the U.S. consumer price index.

from foreign competition) in An appreciation of the real effective exchange

Mongolia; rate represents an equilibrium change when there

PT an index of internationally tradable is a more rapid growth of productivity in the home

goods and services (or those exposed country than abroad. Otherwise, it is likely that the

to foreign competition) in Mongolia; country is becoming less competitive than before

and and that the trend of real appreciation will have to

P. is an average of the price indices of be reversed at some later date, either by devaluing
tradable goods of trading partners, the home currency or by adopting policies to

expressed in dollars. lower the inflation below the rates experienced by

For developing countries, for which there are trading partners.

usually no price indices of internationally tradable

and nontradable goods, a real effective exchange
rate (REER) index is often calculated according to Notes

the following formula: I It is possible that meat and dairy products sold previ-
ously on the "black" market at free prices are now being
registered. The household surveys, in principle, should
have captured some of the income from previous black

REER comarket sales.

2 There is, however, a once-and-for-all inflow of rev-
enue to the government arising from the sale of the
enterprise.

where Pc is the index of consumer prices in 3 The real appreciation of the free rate does not neces-
Mongolia, and Pe is an average of consumer prices sanly imply that there has been a real appreciation rela-
of trading partners (expressed in dollars). tive to some equilibrium rate. The November, 1991

We base period is arbitrary, and there is no reason to believe
When the real exchange rate is calculated in that it represented equilibrium. Moreover, the free mar-

this way, an increase in its value indicates a real ket consists of only a part of foreign exchange transac-

appreciation. If the different consumer price tions and may be subject to volatility and overshooting.

indexes (in the country and abroad) include about 4 See Appendix 2.1 for a detailed discussion of how to
the same proportion of tradable and nontradable compute real rates of return on different assets.
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3
Mongolia's Domestic Distribution System
and Trade

M o i ket-cleanng scarcity prices that equate demand
ongolia is rapidly replacing its command and supply.

economy with a decentralized market system, one Reform of the domestic economy and interna-
that will drastically change the magnitude and tional trade issues cannot be separated very neatly.
conduct of domestic and international trade. In A country gains most from trade by specializing in
Mongolia's centrally planned economy, resources the goods in which it enjoys a comparative advan-
and goods were allocated by a central planning tage and by importing the goods in which it has a
authority. But in a market economy output and comparative disadvantage. Moving to an open,
trade are ultimately determined by individual buy- market economy will enhance the role of interna-
ers and sellers, not state planners. Historically, tional markets and world prices in determining the
Soviet-type centrally planned economies have allocation of resources and goods in the domestic
downplayed foreign trade because trade outside economy.
the system weakened the planners' control over Individual sellers in an open economy are free
the domestic economy. In Mongolia trade was to sell their products to the highest bidders, includ-
conducted pnmarily to meet the needs of govern- ing foreign buyers. Individual buyers are free to
ment-determined economic plans. Since the plan- purchase at the lowest price offered, including
ners relied heavily on physical allocation of imports. This encourages specialization in the pro-
resources and administrative planning, prices duction of export goods in which the country
played mainly an accounting and evaluation role enjoys a comparative advantage because of lower
and had little bearing on the allocation of resources. relative costs. It also encourages the importation

In a decentralized market economy, prices of goods in which there is a comparative disad-
play a critical role in allocating resources among vantage because of the higher relative costs of
firms and determining the mix of outputs. Input domestic production.
prices that reflect relative scarcities of inputs Institutions and regulations in the domestic
cause profit-maximizing firms to economize on economy that lower economic efficiency and
the scarcest and most expensive inputs and to sub- inhibit specialization and trade obviously limit
stitute relatively cheap and abundant inputs. Prices trade and the country's gains from trade. Reaping
cannot perform their critical roles of rationing and the maximum gains from trade requires that
allocation if they are not allowed to adjust to mar- resources be allocated efficiently in the domestic
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economy. Inefficient resource allocation raises allow prices to perform their critical allocation and

costs, making the country's exports less competi- rationing functions in a market economy or to

tive in world markets and its domestic producers adjust rapidly to short-run changes in demand or

less competitive against imports. supply conditions.

This chapter examines the relationship among The "cost-plus" nature of negotiated prices

Mongolia's domestic distribution system, econom- poses some problems for efficiency and innova-

ic efficiency, and trade. Many of the institutions in tion, which are discussed later in this chapter. In

the domestic distribution system were developed addition, since input prices are distorted, assessing

to fit a centrally planned command economy. cost accurately is difficult.

Some of these institutions have either no function When there is only a single buyer in a market,

in a decentralized market economy, or have func- or so small a number of buyers that individual buy-

tions fundamentally different from those in a com- ers can affect the price at which they buy, the buy-

mand economy. ers have monopsony power. Unlike a firm in a

competitive market, a monopsonist has the power

State orders and incentive to lower the price at which it buys.

In the past, Mongolia's government relied Lowering the price, in turn, causes sellers to reduce

heavily on state orders for procurement. State their outputs. If the sellers are not free to sell their

orders required producers to surrender a certain goods as exports in world markets, monopsony

percentage of their output to the state at prices set power shifts the distribution of income and output

by state agencies. State order prices were typically in favor of the monopsonistic buyers - for exam-

far below scarcity prices, essentially constituting a ple, government-owned meat processing plants,

tax on the producer. The effects of state orders on carpet factories, and the Gobi cashmere factory.

output and efficiency are analyzed in the appendix Typically, the firms selling goods under state

to this chapter. marketing orders deal with a single buyer or a

Current economic reforms have changed state small number of buyers, giving the buyers signifi-

orders, but many of their negative characteristics cant monopsony power in the market. In cases

remain. Instead of compulsory deliveries, state when the firm selling the goods under state orders

marketing orders are "planned" deliveries to the is a monopoly, the outcome of price negotiations

state through commodity exchanges and state is indeterminate and there are substantial losses of

wholesale trading companies at "negotiated" economic efficiency and welfare.

prices. Like the earlier state-mandated prices, In cases when there are single buyers of raw

these "negotiated prices" tend to be lower than material inputs - the Gobi factory, meat process-

market-clearing scarcity prices. Rather than a ing plants and flour mills, for example - the

negotiated price in which the individual producers monopsony power of these buyers could be

and the state agencies have equal bargaining reduced by allowing and encouraging the entry of

power, the prices are essentially approved by gov- competing firms into the market. A meat process-

ernment officials. Firms must justify their price to ing plant with a local monopoly in the sale of meat

local officials on the basis of cost and a "fair" and a local monopsony in the purchase of meat,

markup. Local officials weigh the firm's case and for example, would have much less market power

set a price, which becomes the de facto price. if there were other competing meat processors in

"Negotiated prices" are thus not scarcity market the market. If the monopoly is not a natural

prices determined by supply and demand. monopoly that exists because economies of scale

Moreover, they are not sufficiently flexible to make production more efficient with a single firm
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than with a number of smaller competitive firms, employees of commodity exchanges were mainly

lifting legal restrictions on the entry of firms will procurement personnel, not true commodity bro-

encourage new firms to enter. Allowing sellers to kers.

sell to the highest bidder, including exporters, will Since 1990 market-oriented economic

also reduce the monopsonistic power of the reforms have altered the role of commodity

domestic firms. Reducing monopsony power will exchanges, but the exchanges still retain some

tend to raise the prices received by sellers and characteristics from the centrally planned econo-

increase production. Allowing exporters access to my era. In fact, some of the recent legislation

the world market is also essential for expanding regarding commodity exchanges, such as

exports and increasing foreign exchange. Resolution 105, is more consistent with the com-

The effect of state orders on output and effi- mand function of the exchanges than with the role

ciency and the interaction of state orders and trade of commodity exchanges in market economies.

policy instruments are examined in some detail in For example, Resolution 105 specifies minimum

appendix 3.1 to this chapter. The analysis shows percentages of domestic output and imports (from

that state orders for deliveries below world market 70 percent to 100 percent) that must be sold in the

prices tend to reduce output. When imposed on domestic market through the Consumer Goods

tradable goods, state orders reduce exports (even Commodity Exchange (CCCE). To the extent that

if the entire amount collected by the state is the minimum percentages are enforced, they limit

exported) or increase imports. In either case state competition and discourage production. There is

orders worsen any foreign exchange "shortage". some evidence that the minimum percentages of

State orders for exportables create greater distor- output that must be sold through the commodity

tions and result in larger welfare losses if they are exchanges are widely ignored and not enforced.

accompanied by export restrictions. They result in The fact that legislation retains the minimums,

welfare losses in competitive and monopolistic however, suggests that Mongolian policymakers

markets alike, and should be abolished complete- continue to view the commodity exchanges more

ly. The best practice is to maintain markets open as procurement institutions than as freely operat-

to international trade and free of state orders. ing commodity markets.

The remnants of the centrally planned econo-

Commodity exchanges my are also visible in other features of commodity

Freely operating commodity exchanges in exchanges. Agents in the commodity exchanges

market economies provide a setting in which buy- are employees of the exchanges rather than inde-

ers and sellers of commodities can deal with each pendent brokers, just as they were under central

other. Auction bids by buyers and offers by sellers planning. There is also a view among Mongolian

determine equilibrium selling prices, with no officials that one of the functions of the commodi-

intervention by the commodity exchange itself, ty exchanges is to set prices for goods traded on

except for perhaps setting daily limits on price the exchange rather than allow the forces of sup-

changes for contracts. ply and demand to determine prices. This is also

In Mongolia's centrally planned economy, consistent with the traditional role of the commod-

commodity exchanges served primarily as institu- ity exchanges in the command system.

tions for delivery of products to state agencies. In a private market economy, no strong eco-

Typically, producers were required to deliver a nomic argument for government owned and oper-

certain percentage of their output to fulfill state ated commodity exchanges seems to exist. The

orders at prices set by the government. The government officials who run such exchanges may
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not possess a sufficient understanding of market production and encouraging sales of goods in

forces or of the basic logic of decentralized mar- black markets. Simply rationing by "empty

kets to allow the full play of market forces. shelves" or queues is very expensive in terms of

Instead of their present interventionist func- the opportunity costs of workers' time. Non-price

tions, such as setting prices or protecting the inter- rationing of consumer goods usually results in an

ests of the herdsmen, commodity exchanges inefficient allocation of these goods among house-

should provide buyers and sellers with the services holds.

normally associated with commodity exchanges in Artificially low energy prices, of gasoline in

market economies - facilitating sales and pur- particular, have resulted in inefficient allocation

chases and providing market information. Private among users. Because of excess demand at offi-

commodity brokers should replace the government cial prices, state officials must ration gas. The

employees and be free to compete with each other needs of the military, police, and state enterprises,

on price and service. There should be no restric- are met first, typically leaving little if any fuel for

tions on where producers sell their products. The new private firms, which must purchase fuel ille-

requirements to sell through particular commodity gally in black markets at very high prices. With

exchanges should be abolished. Buyers and sellers different types of firms paying different fuel

should be free to exchange products at mutually prices, fuel is inefficiently allocated among state-

agreed prices - either through the commodity owned and private firms. If the private firms max-

exchange of their choice or through individual imize their profit, the contribution of the last unit

sales and purchases outside the exchanges. This of fuel used to the firms' revenue equals the high

should raise prices in cases when the requirements price they must pay for fuel. The contribution of

to deal through a specific exchange have kept the last unit of fuel to the value of goods pro-

prices below market-clearing levels, and thus duced by the state firms will equal the low price

encourage greater output. This also will reduce the that state firms pay for fuel. If all firms were to

government's influence via the commodity pay the same price for fuel, the price to state

exchanges over commodity prices, brokerage fees, firms would rise and the price to the private firms

and quality of brokerage services. would drop, and the value of goods produced

from existing supplies of fuel -the Gross

Price controls and non-price rationing Domestic Product - would rise.

Previously in Mongolia, most prices were set Mongolian officials defend some form of

by government agencies, typically far below mar- price control as temporarily necessary to ensure

ket-clearing levels, causing shortages and requir- that households get at least minimal quantities of

ing non-price rationing of goods and resources. goods at low prices. This argument fails to address

Although "rigid" prices and rationing have been the fact that price controls that keep prices below

eliminated - except for meat, flour and cooking market-clearing levels are the fundamental cause

oil - it is not yet clear that prices have been of persistent shortages. Keeping prices artificially

allowed to adjust freely. low encourages consumption and discourages pro-

The continued preponderance of state market- duction of goods subject to price controls. Also, a

ing orders and "negotiated" prices is a significant decision by the government to import a good and

impediment to freely operating markets and sell it at the maximum price to reduce or eliminate

scarcity prices. Attempting to maintain artificially a shortage requires that more foreign exchange be

low prices on consumer goods will only exacer- dedicated to buying the products than if the price

bate chronic shortages of goods by discouraging were free to adjust to its market-clearing level.
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Lifting the controls on domestic goods and producers. The appendix also examines why maxi-

encouraging entry of new firms into the market mum prices in the domestic market that are below

attacks excess demand on two fronts. First, initial- world prices also tend to worsen shortages by dis-

ly higher prices will encourage users to economize couraging imports. In cases where a regulated

and to reduce quantity demanded. High prices and price is below the market-clearing equilibrium

profits also encourage producers to increase out- price in the domestic market, but above the world

put and new producers to enter the market. For price, removing the price controls and restrictions

imported goods and materials, such as petroleum, on imports will reduce domestic shortages and

the freedom to sell at higher legal domestic prices lower the price in the domestic market. We recom-

will encourage the formation of new importing mend that price controls be abolished, or at least

firms and stimulate imports. The increased quantity phased out as quickly as possible.

supplied by existing firms and the additional supply

from new firms will drive price to a level that clears Domestic market structure
the market and allows no more than normal profit. One of the common characteristics of central-

Setting maximum prices below the world ly planned economies is a high degree of concen-

price of export goods - say, for meat - requires tration in industrial markets. Orthodox Marxian
the government to impose export controls to keep economics asserts that economies of scale are
the goods from leaving the domestic market. unlimited - that larger firms always produce

Limiting exports reduces export earnings, worsens more efficiently and at a lower cost than smaller
the balance of trade, and contributes to chronic firms. This tenet has led governments to promote
foreign exchange shortages. Allowing producers the development of large firms in industry and in
to sell to exporters at the world price will raise the agriculture. In Mongolia, some industries - for

selling price and increase output of the export example, leather products and cashmere - are
good, which will improve the balance of trade and close to monopolies in that there is only one firm,
increase the supply of foreign exchange. or one firm that dominates the market. In other

Removing price controls will impose a burden cases, there are local monopolies - for example,
on consumers, but the poorest can be protected flour mills and carpets.
through subsidies or income transfers. Direct sub- Except for truly natural monopolies, where
sidies for meat consumption should be smaller economies of scale do result in one efficient firm
than the implicit subsidy created by price controls in the market, there is no reason for preserving

to encourage substitution in consumption of other monopolies that are holdovers from the centrally
foods. A subsidy or income replacement program planned economy. Simply allowing these monop-

should be limited to the poorest to avoid exacer- olies to determine their own prices in the absence
bating fiscal imbalance, of competition will not generate economically

The economics of price controls and maxi- efficient outcomes. It is critical that competition in
mum and minimum prices are discussed in appen- monopolized industries be encouraged by facilitat-
dix 3.2. The appendix explains why effective ing entry of new firms to compete with the old
maximum prices in the domestic market tend to monopolies. This can be accomplished, in part, by
create excess demand or shortages because the removing legal barriers to entry of new firms.
market doesn't clear at the maximum price. By Easing entry of competing firms, however, will
reducing output below the equilibrium level in a also require major changes in the banking and
competitive market, price controls also generate a financial system. A banking system geared to a
deadweight loss of net benefits to consumers and centrally planned economy cannot perform the
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functions of commercial banks that are essential in and sellers. Inadequacies in the Mongolian com-

promoting the development of competitive mar- munication system and the geographically dis-

kets. persed population are significant barriers to the

Requiring firms to sell to single buyers - for free and easy flow of information among econom-

example, requiring state-owned and previously ic agents in Mongolia. Officials in the Agricultural

state-owned firms to sell to state wholesale trading Commodity Exchange, for example, work with

companies - gives the buyers monopsony power. world commodity price information that is several

This tends to generate inefficiency and allows the weeks old, when commodity prices change by the

monopsonistic buyers to earn higher than normal day or the minute. Using wire services to access

profits because of their position in the market. data instantaneously would be an inexpensive way

Removing requirements that assign firms to spe- to improve the quality and timeliness of informa-

cific buyers and promoting the entry of new buy- tion on world commodity prices. Frequent broad-

ers into the market will foster competition. casts of price information to the countryside

Greater freedom of entry and competition would assist individual buyers and sellers. These

among buyers and sellers would reduce the need measures are a much less expensive way of

for the state to intervene in markets. For example, enhancing the role of markets and improving the

the directors of the Agricultural Commodity functioning of markets than bureaucratic interven-

Exchange would not need to protect the interests tion to "protect" individual agents who do not pos-

of the herdsmen. Competition among buyers in the sess adequate market information.

countryside would make it difficult or impossible It is no surprise that the rapid transition from

for a single buyer to buy at prices below the mar- a centrally planned economy to a market economy

ket price. Similarly, with easy entry and competi- has generated a great deal of legislation and

tion among sellers, it would be difficult or impos- numerous government resolutions. Information on

sible for any single seller to charge prices above government policies and regulations and the

the market price. enforcement of regulations is poor. Often, the offi-

Free importation of goods imposes discipline cials in charge of specific regulations have inade-

on domestic producers, restricting the ability of quate information.

domestic firms with market power to charge high Managers, owners, and entrepreneurs need a

pnces. But the benefits of a liberal import policy stable legislative and regulatory environment.

will not be achieved and the entry of competing Accurate, timely, and authoritative information on

firms will be difficult or impossible unless all legislation, government policies, and regulations is

firms have access to foreign exchange and com- essential. Entrepreneurs need to know the proce-

mercial credit. Commercial credit is essential to dures for establishing new enterprises, for obtain-

the development of capital markets and a true ing export licensing and other regulations and pro-

commercial banking system. Loans must be made cedures affecting their business.

available to all firms - state-owned, privatized, The government should consistently provide

and new private firms -on the same terms. to the business community and general population

Preferential treatment to one class of firm will per- timely and accurate information on new laws and

petuate an inefficient allocation of scarce capital. procedures. Regulations must be simplified and

followed consistently by government officials.

Information problems Legislation and regulations must be clearly

One of the things that make "perfect" markets thought out before being enacted and implement-

perfect is complete market information for buyers ed. A flurry of new laws and regulations, some-
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times contradicting each other, is very confusing generate competition and provide some of the

and makes business decisions, especially invest- funds necessary for improving air transportation

ment decisions and decisions to establish new facilities. The private sector should be allowed to

enterprises, very difficult. Inconsistent administra- provide air transport services within Mongolia,

tion of regulations adds to the confusion and subject to government regulation to ensure passen-

uncertainty. ger safety.

Appendix 3.1: The economies of state
Transportation, communication, and infra- orders
structure

The free flow of goods, resources, and infor-

mation requires adequate transportation and com- State orders: a simple model

munications systems. Government officials and State orders have been justified as a means of

businessmen consider deficiencies in the ensuring that at least minimal quantities of goods

Mongolian communications system, including the are available at low prices. But, in fact, state

postal system and telecommunications, as a seri- orders worsen shortages of these goods and create

b . deadweight welfare losses, regardless of whetherous obstacle to business.

Transportation is a particularly serious prob- the market is competitive or monopolistic.

lem because of Mongolia's size and sparse popu- Combining trade restrictions with state orders

lation. Export costs are high because Mongolia is exacerbates welfare losses. This appendix devel-

landlocked, and its wide gauge railroads make ops a model to examine the economic impact of

shipment of goods to the Pacific through China state orders in markets with a large number of pro-

difficult, slow, and costly. Difficult and expensive ducers - for example, livestock in Mongolia. The

domestic transport of goods tends to isolate impact of state orders for nontradables, exporta-

domestic markets and creates local monopolies. bles, and importables are examined in turn. The

Improving domestic and international transporta- second part of the appendix examines the impact

tion will reduce the monopoly power of domestic of state orders on a monopoly producer - for

firms and local or regional monopolies, example, leather products in Mongolia.

Building an adequate transportation network

is expensive, and will require substantial infra- Competitive model -firm behavior

structure investment by the government. This is In a competitive market with a large number

one area in which an active role by government of producers, individual firms are "price takers"

will enhance the development and operation of the with no influence on the market price, which is

market system. determined by overall market demand and supply.

However, there are some ways that trans- To develop a model to investigate the effect of

portation can be improved significantly, short of state orders in a competitive market, let q be an

massive infrastructure investment. One way is to individual firm's output. If firms are required to

encourage competition in transportation services. sell a proportion, a , of their output to the state at a

Government transportation monopolies, including set price P, then the firm will have available only

MIAT's monopoly on air transport, should be q - axq = (1-c)q to sell at the free market price P.

eliminated. Competition will improve the quality The firm's total revenue (TR) at any level of output

of transportation services and lower transportation q would then be:

costs. Encouraging the entry of foreign airline

companies and charging them landing fees will
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Figure 3A.1 Impact of state order on a representative firn
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price as shown by the market supply curve Qs in

TR(q) = a q + P * (1-a) q figure 3A.2. In figure 3A.2, in the absence of state

SPaq + P *q - aP *q orders and with no imports or exports, the market

equilibrium price would be Pl*, the price at which
(3A.1) = a (P-P*)q + P*q total quantity supplied (Qj) equals quantity

= [P* - a (P*-I)] q. demanded.

With state orders at below market prices a > 0

and P* > P, each firm reduces its output and their
Since the competitive firm is a price taker P, P* combined output falls, as shown by the eftward
and a are all constants. The firm's marginal rev- (upward) shift in the supply curve to Q in figure

enue at any output is: 3A.2. The supply curve shifts upward by an

amount (a /(1-a)) (P*- P), the size of the implicit

(3A.2) tax from the state order system. 1 The size of the

MR(q) dTR(q) = [P* - a (P* - T)] shift, and therefore the magnitude of the negative

dq impact of state orders on output, will be greater the

larger the proportion of output that must be deliv-

ered (the value of a) and the smaller the state
delivery price P.

With no state orders (a=O) or state orders at a

market price (P*=. P), the firm in figure 3A.1 Suppose that the government resells the
product collected under state orders in the market.

would produce anot of a where order = t M q Then all of the output produced along Qs' will be
= MC(q t). The imposition of a state order at a

supplied to the domestic free market and the equi-
price below the free market price reduces the

librium would be at P2*. If the government sells
firm's marginal revenue and output. Requiring lbimwudb tP* ftegvrmn el

its share of output at the free market price then the
the firm to deliver a proportion of its output ( a >

0) to the state at a price below the free market profits from its purchases Of aQ2 at P and resale
at P2 *' will equal area GAHE.

price ( T < P*) lowers marginal revenue and caus-
If the government sells the proportion it col-

lects at below market prices, for example at the

controlled price P, this policy creates an excess
Competitive model: market equilibrium - non- demand for the product equal to HF at the artifi-
tradables

thadables icially low price. Some form of non-price rationing
is then required to decide who receives the avail-

output and the market equilibrium depends on able output.

how the government distributes the product it col- The state order system transfers income from

lects through the state order system and the degree consumers to producers and the state. In figure

to which the country is open to foreign trade. To 3A.2, for example, the state order system reduces

focus on the impact of state orders on the market
output to Q2 and raises the market clearing price to

equilibrium, first assume that the product in ques- P2* As compared with the outcome without state
tion is not tradable, so neither the government nor orders, consumers would pay the higher price P2*

the producers export, and there are no imports. Let for the output (1-00%. Thus KGIJ represents a

Q be the total output of all firms in the market. transfer from consumers to producers. If the gov-

Given that each firm will increase output as price ement sells its share of output at P*2, this redis-
rises, the total amount produced increases with tributes the area GACI from consumers to the state.
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Figure 3A.3 Market equilibrium: exportables
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The reduction in output caused by the state order system in this case would result in a welfare

order system also generates what is termed a loss of area 1, which reflects the loss of extra units

"deadweight" or efficiency loss due to underpro- of output CE that would have been produced and

duction, equal to area ABC. This loss arises exported at a price above the marginal cost of pro-

because the value of extra units of output from Q2  duction had there been no state orders. Area I rep-

to Qi to consumers (shown by their willingness to resents foregone profits from exports.

pay, equal to the height of the demand curve) If the state orders are coupled with export con-

exceeds the cost of producing those extra units trols, the welfare loss will be even higher. Figure

(shown by the height of the marginal cost curve). 3A.4 illustrates the market equilibrium if the state

collects and exports the state order but does not

Competitive model: market equilibrium - allow firms to export on their own. If firms cannot
exportables export, the proportion of output they keep will be

Suppose that the product subject to state supplied to the domestic market, yielding an equi-

orders is a tradable good, and that cost conditions librium at point F at price P5 * and output Qs. The

in the country are low relative to the rest of the efficiency losses in production would grow by area

world so that the country is competitive at world 2 to a total of 1+2, and there would also be a wel-

market prices and can export the good. The impact fare loss in consumption equal to area 3. This con-

of the state order will depend on what the govern- sumption welfare loss arises because the lower

ment decides to do with the amount it collects price encourages more domestic consumption but

through the state order system and on the trade the extra units consumed are of less value to

policy in effect. In a market economy without domestic consumers (measured by consumers will-

state orders and with free trade, net exports would ingness to pay or the height of the demand curve)

be the difference between the amounts supplied than the revenue that could have been earned by
and demanded at the world market price. Thus if exporting them. State orders for exportables create

the world market price is P3* in figure 3A.3, a greater distortions and result in larger welfare loss-

quantity Q3 would be supplied by firms, a quantity es if accompanied by export restrictions.

C3 would be demanded by domestic consumers State orders can even distort trade patterns so

and an amount AE would be exported. that the private sector will import a good that

If the government imposes a state order overwise would be an export good. Figure 3A.5
requiring firms to sell to the government a percent duplicates figure 3A.4 except that the world mar-

of their output at price Po, then at the free market ket price P6 * is somewhat lower. In this case with-
price P3* firms would reduce output to Q4. If the out state orders or any trade controls the country

government exports the entire amount collected, would produce Q6 and export an amount BE.

BC (=(XQ 3) but firms retain the right to export, the Assuming that no trade restrictions are imposed,

amount available for firms to either export them- the state order would reduce output to Q,. If the

selves or sell domestically is (I-a) Qs' . At the government exports its share, AC would be
price P3*, domestic consumers would still demand exported by the government, but the amount firms

C3, so firms would export AB. Total exports would would then have left over to supply, (1 -a)Q,
be AC, less than the amount that would be export- would fall short of the quantity demanded at price

ed if there were no state orders. This analysis P6*, so the private sector would have an incentive

leads to the conclusion that state orders reduce to import AB units. Net exports would be reduced

output and exports, even if the entire amount col- to BC. The welfare loss would again be area 1.
lected under state orders is exported. The state Trade restrictions again in this case would
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Figure 3A.5 Market equilibrium: exportables subject to import control
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worsen the welfare losses from the state orders. um would be at point H. In this case (compared

Suppose that the government not only issued state with free trade/no state order) the welfare losses

orders and exported its share of output, but also would be BLK (from extra domestic production at

banned imports of the product. In that case, domes- a marginal cost above world market price) and

tic supply would be (1-ot)Qs' and the free market HAK (deadweight loss of consumer surplus from

equilibrium would be at F. At the equilibnum price less consumption at higher price). Assuming again

P7 *, output would increase to Q, higher than with that the government sells the product collected

the state order alone, but not as high as the free through the state order at the market price, area

market equilibrium output Q6. The import restric- IHGJ would be a transfer from producers to the

tion reduces the efficiency loss in production (area government, and RIQS would be a transfer from

1) to the triangular area to the right of Q8, but caus- consumers to the producers. Note that if the pro-

es transfers to producers due to higher consumer ducers are linked to the government (for example,

prices for the amount sold on the free market, and if they are state enterprises), the government may

creates a deadweight loss in consumption, area 2. be very tempted to offer import protection as com-

pensation for the state order system. This gener-
Competitive model: market equilibrium -atsantlsofoclbefi.

imporablesates a net loss of social benefits.
importables

State orders imposed on importable goods Monopoly model: nontradable goods

(that is, goods that would have been imported at If there is only one firm in a particular market
the prevailing world market price) increase that does not face competition from other produc-
imports and impose welfare losses. ers at home or abroad, the firm will not be a "price

In Figure 3A.6, the demand and underlying taker". The amount that the single firm decides to
supply curve are as before. Suppose that the world supply to the market will determine the free-mar-
market pnce is PI*, so that with free trade and no ket equilibrium price along the consumer demand
state orders consumers would demand CI, produc- curve for the product:

ers would supply Q1, and imports would be CI-Q,

(=BA). A state order requiring that a > 0 percent (3A.3) P = P(Q)
of output be turned over to the state at price P0

would shift the supply curve to Qs . Suppose that

the state distributes the full amount collected from The firm can thus control the price at which it

the state orders to the domestic market. As long as sells, but the amount sold at that price will be
imports are possible at the world market price P, *, determined by consumer demand. As the firm sup-
consumers will continue to consume CI, so the plies extra units of output to the market, the equi-
decline in output to Q2 will increase imports to Cr librium market price will fall. Because dP/dQ is

Q2 (=CA). The welfare cost of the state order negative, the increase in revenue (marginal rev-
would be area 1, the difference between the enue) from an extra unit of sales will be less than
(lower) cost of production in the country for the the market price.

extra units imported than the world market price dTR

PI* paid for the imports. Area DCFE would be the M(Q) = -
dQ

transfer to the government from producers if the (3A.4) d [P*(Q)Q]

government sells the amount collected under the
dQ

state order at the market price PI*. dP*

If the state order is accompanied by a prohibi- - P * + -Q
dQ

tion on importing the product, then the equilibri-
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The firm's marginal revenue curve, labeled Where MR is the marginal revenue without the

MR in figure A3.7, shows the extra revenue from state order system. As figure 3A.7 shows, MR"<

an extra unit of sales. The monopoly firm will MR if MR > As in the competitive case, a

maximize its profits by producing the output level state order system at below market prices reduces

at which marginal revenue equals marginal cost the firm's marginal revenue. Also as in the com-

(Qm), and will sell at the price (PM) at which con- petitive case, the effect of state orders on marginal

sumers will demand that quantity. The monopo- revenue is greater the greater the proportion of

list's profit-maximizing behavior generates a output that the firm must deliver and the greater

deadweight welfare loss equal to area ABC, the difference between the private market and

because the monopolist restricts output to drive state order prices.

up the price. If the market had been competitive, Requiring the firm to deliver a state order

the price market equilibrium would have been at a(Q) at a regulated price ( ), lowers marginal

PC and QC. The extra units produced in the com- revenue and reduces the firm's output to Qm'. At

petitive market would have yielded more benefit QM', the last unit produced is worth P' , which is

to consumers (as shown by the height of the above the marginal cost at this output. By reduc-

demand curve) than they would have cost to pro- ing output, the state order and regulated price

duce (as shown by the height of the marginal cost increase the deadweight efficiency loss by the area

curve). EA CF to area EBF.

If the government imposes a state order sys-

tem as above, then the firm's total revenue at any Monopoly model: exportables
output becomes: If firms and individuals in the economy have

freedom to import and export, the monopoly

power of a single firm will be diluted or even

eliminated. The distortions arising from exercise

(3A.5) TR(Q) = -FaQ + P(Q) (I - a)Q of monopoly power will decrease. Figure 3A.8

illustrates this point and the impact of state orders

and trade controls for the case of an exportable

good.

Marginal revenue under the state order system If there are no trade barriers and the single

would be: producer is not large enough relative to the entire

world market to influence the world market price

Pj*, then the producer takes the price as given and
dTR(Q) maximizes profit at output level Q1. At the price

dQ Pj*, exports would be XI=Q,-Cl. There are no

d [(I - a) P * (Q) Q + OQ] welfare distortions in this case because the firm

(3A.6) dQ has an incentive to expand output to take advan-

= (1-a)P*(Q) + (1-a)Q dP* + 0Q tage of the ability to sell in the world market.

dQ The state order system with half of the firm's

= (I -a) MR + 0 p output sold to the state at would decrease output

to Q2 and exports to X2=Q2-Cl. The loss to the

economy would equal area ABC. As in the com-

petitive case, export controls, especially quantita-

tive export controls, would worsen the welfare
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Appendix 3.2: The economics of price demand price is greater than the marginal cost of
controls producing Q2, there is a deadweight efficiency

Although Mongolia has reduced the number loss of area CEF of which CEG is lost consumer
of goods with formal price controls and rationing surplus and GEF is lost producer surplus.
to one - meat - it appears that there are a num-

ber of practices that amount to price controls. For Price controls in monopoly markets
example, "negotiated" prices on goods distributed

through local governments amount to prices Nontradables

approved by the local government on some variant In monopoly markets for nontradables, a con-

of "cost-plus" pricing. As long as these prices are trolled price can improve efficiency over the

below the market price, they have the same effect unregulated monopoly output and price. In figure

as a controlled price. 3A. 11, the monopolist maximizes profit by pro-

ducing Q, where MR(Qj) = MC(Qi) and charging

Price controls in competitive markets a price of PI. Because P, > MC(Q), there is a

In figure 3A.10, the equilibrium price (PI) deadweight loss from underproduction equal to

clears the market at Q1. Since firms in competitive the area ABC, of which AEC is lost consumer sur-

markets maximize profit by producing where price plus and ECB is lost producer surplus. In addition,

equals marginal cost (MC), the equilibrium price barriers to entry in monopoly markets make posi-

P = MC(Qj) maximizes the combined net benefits tive economic profits (that is, revenue over and

to producers and consumers by maximizing the above all opportunity costs) possible in the long

sum of consumer surplus (Area PIAE) and pro- run.

ducer surplus (Area BPIE). Setting a maximum price of P that clears the

Setting a maximum price of P reduces the market at Q2 with P(Q2 ) = MC(Q 2) would elimi-

quantity supplied to Q2 and increases quantity nate the deadweight loss if the firm acted as a

demanded to Q3. There is excess demand or a price taker at the controlled price. This would be

"shortage" of Q3 - Q2 because of the maximum the criterion for pncing in publicly owned or regu-

price. The gap between P3, the price consumers lated natural monopolies. However, most monopo-

are willing to pay at the output level Q2, and the lies - for example, flour mills and meat process-

maximum price provides a strong incentive for ing plants - exist because of legal or other

firms to withhold goods from official (legal) mar- noneconomic barriers to entry. In these cases it

kets and sell on illegal free (black) markets. would be better to eliminate the barriers to entry

Excess demand at the maximum price will and encourage competition from the entry of new

require some type of non-price rationing by firms and from imports than to regulate the price.

administrative rules, such as point rationing as Imported goods

Mongolia does for meat, or by queuing or empty Price controls in the domestic market not only
shelves. Non-price rationing also requires diver- discourage domestic production, but also reduce

sion of resources to enforcement. the supply of imports - unless the government
Price controls also affect the net benefits to decides to import goods to alleviate shortages at

producers and consumers and the distribution of the maximum price in the domestic market.

benefits between producers and consumers. In a Government imports to alleviate shortages at the
simple supply and demand model, the maximum controlled price in the domestic market require
price ( F) redistributes area PIGFi from produc- payments in foreign exchange and contribute to

er surplus to consumer surplus. Because the chronic shortages of foreign exchange.
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Figure 3A.13 Price controls on export goods
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In figure 3A. 12, the world market price of the would be area AB3C 2Q2 , of which ABFG is a net

good is Pw,. If trade were free and there were no loss for the government. If the price controls were

price control, domestic output would be Q, lifted, the domestic price would rise to Pw,

domestic consumption C1 and imports would be imports would fall to HI, and the foreign

HI. If the government sets a maximum price ( P) exchange payments for imports would be reduced

below the world price (P) there would be no to the area HIC IQ2.
incentive to import the good because importers

cannot resell it legally without making a loss. Exp.ort goods

Without imports, only the domestic supply Q2 The Mongolian government has set maximum

would be available to consumers, less than before prices and restricted exports of potential export

the price controls were imposed. There would be goods - for example, meat. These restrictions

exces dmandof 2 -Q2 at whih wuld have been justified as necessary to ensure ade-

require some form of non-price rationing. There quaelspies or the dosofoomes ic ret.fBtctesey
is also a strong incentive for illegal black markets pnolicigls eanoalosogcooieffcec
because the demand price of the domestic output anfoegexhg.

Q2 is P1, which is substantially above 'P. If the In figure 3A.13, the maximum price of an

government decides to import to eliminate the export good ( P) is set below the world price (P).

shortage at T, it must import GF. The import bill To maintain this price, the government must limit
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exports to FG, which reduces foreign exchange at the controlled price through government

earnings to the area IJGF. This policy of con- imports can increase the import bill and increase

trolled prices backed up with export controls the government budget deficit. Price controls on

results in welfare losses to the society because of exportables require export controls to be effective,

the economic distortions it creates. At the lower reduce export earnings, and create welfare losses

price consumers increase their consumption to F, due to distortions in production and consumption.

but the value of the additional consumption (as

shown by their willingness to pay for the good) is

less than the revenue that could be earned by Note

exporting the good. The area AIH thus represents a

welfare loss from overconsumption at home. At 1 At any quantity along the supply curve Q'5 , the height
of Qs will be the price at which firms, under the state

the lower output G, extra units could be exported order system, would be willing to supply the same

to earn more than the cost of producing those extra quantity. Let this pnce be P'. Under the state order

units, so the lower production level entails lost system, firms produce the output level at which P'-

opportunities for profits and export earnings and a a(P'- P)= MC(Q). Solving for P' yields:

welfare loss equal to area JBK. P' = (1/(1-a)) MC(Q) - (a/(1-a)) P
Removing the price and export controls will

raise the price to Pw, increase output to OE and To find the size of the upward shift in the supply curve,

increase exports to CE. Removing the price and or tax equivalent of the state order system, let S be the

export controls would thus increase foreign vertical distance between Qs and Qs'. Thus:

exchange earnings from area 1JGF to area ABEC S = P' - P
= (1/(1-a)) MC(Q) - (a/(1-a)) P - P

Conclusions =(1/(1-a)) MC(Q) - (a/(I-a)) P- MC(Q)

Price controls cause welfare losses to the = (a/(1-a)) (MC(Q) - P)

society as a whole because they cause production or, substituting the onginal supply pnce, P-MC(Q),
and consumption distortions. Price controls can

eliminate the supply of imports as well as reduce S = (a/(1-a)) (P - P)

domestic production because imports resold at
The size of the upward displacement increases as x and

below world market prices would result in losses P increase and P decreases.
to the importers. Attempts to eliminate shortages
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4
Reforming Restrictions on International Trade

U i ous government objectives, but their use generates
Sntil 1991 Mongolia's foreign trade was close- distortions and economic costs. Officials should

ly regulated, highly centralized, and conducted weigh the costs and benefits of these restrictions,
exclusively through state foreign trade organiza- and consider alternative policy measures that
tions. A substantial portion of trade was barter might achieve the same objectives with smaller
trade with members of the Council for Mutual adverse consequences for the economy and the
Economic Assistance (CMEA). Such trade was country.

overseen by four foreign trade organizations. This chapter describes and analyzes the direct
Mongolexport dealt with all exports; trade restrictions that had been adopted as of
Teknikimport, with machinery and technical August 1992, and offers suggestions for develop-
equipment imports; Autoneftimport, with all ing a foreign trade regime that promotes the
imports of vehicles and petroleum products; and growth of the private sector and efficiency in
Rasnoimport, with consumer goods imports. international trading relations.
Import and export trade with the convertible cur- The following sections of this chapter focus
rency area was handled mainly by Mongolimpex. on the structure of the import tariff, tariff exemp-

Restrictions on trade by private enterprises tions, customs valuation, export registration and
were abolished by new company and privatization licensing, the system of foreign exchange surren-
laws in 1991. State enterprises and cooperatives, der requirements, and customs administration.
as well as private companies, may now engage

directly in foreign trade without going through the The tariff structure
former state trading agencies. The decentralization Until 1991 Mongolia had neither tariffs nor

of foreign trade implies that the government, customs duties. A uniform tariff of 15 percent

instead of conducting international trade itself, became effective in January of 1991. In addition

must set up a framework of rules and procedures to this relatively low customs duty, a 10 percent

for importers and exporters. The government must
surcharge was levied on imported goods.

decide which, if any, restrictions to impose: tariffs
Mongolian officials refer to this surcharge as a

or special additional duties, import or export bans, sales or excise tax, which is collected at the same
quantitative trade restrictions, or controls on time as the customs duty.

prices. Such restrictions can be used to attain vari-
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There is no export duty currently in country can be higher than the foreign exchange

Mongolia, but customs does levy a charge of I to cost of importing the finished product itself.

2 percent for the costs of clearance, handling, stor- An alternative to a high tariff on importation

age, and transit services. of luxury goods would be a high domestic sales

The customs duty serves as a revenue-raising tax or registration tax. Taxing sales of luxury

device, and as an instrument of protection policy. goods - or registration in the case of motor vehi-

The uniform tariff imposed by Mongolia has sev- cles - expands the tax base to cover both domes-

eral advantages. A uniform tariff is relatively easy tically produced and imported goods. Widening

to administer, which reduces administrative costs, the tax base would, in principle, yield at least as

and leaves no room for misclassification as a way much revenue at the same tax rate as a tariff on

of evading tariffs. imports alone, but would not encourage "screw-

From the point of view of economic theory, a driver" operations that merely assemble products

uniform tariff will not be the optimal tariff struc- from imported parts.

ture for raising revenue if the responsiveness of Mongolian policymakers have also discussed

import volumes to price changes varies across dif- charging higher tariff rates on low-quality or used

ferent types of commodities. Maximizing tariff items. Some government officials expressed con-

revenue would then call for higher tariffs on goods cern that older vehicles are less fuel efficient and

with lower responsiveness to price. But without will require higher future petroleum imports to

information on the responsiveness of different fuel them. Again in this case, alternative policy

imported goods to price, the uniform tariff proba- instruments should be considered. If fuel efficien-

bly will raise revenue with less distortion than the cy is a concern, a more direct and efficient mea-

arbitrary tariff structure that may result from tar- sure to encourage buyers to choose fuel-efficient

iffs set on the basis of requests by domestic enter- vehicles would be a tax on petroleum products.

prises for protection from imports. A uniform tar- Higher fuel costs would encourage use of fuel-

iff structure will provide uniform effective protec- efficient vehicles.

tion across import-competing sectors, unless those The suggestion that higher tariffs be charged

sectors use exported goods or nontradables as on "low quality" goods opens up a number of

inputs. problems. Who decides what is low quality and

There has been some discussion of raising the what is high quality? There is a natural trade-off

tariff rate on certain products to discourage impor- between the quality of different brands and price.

tation of luxury goods or discourage importation No one has a better idea of this trade-off than each

of "low quality" goods. Such changes should be individual purchaser, who knows the intended use

considered very cautiously, with other types of of the imported item and the technical require-

taxes considered as alternatives. For example, a ments. The government can usefully provide

high tariff on importation of motor vehicles would information on the relative merits of different

encourage assembly of motor vehicles within the brands or makes, but should refrain from policy

country from imported parts. These types of measures that classify products and then provide

"screwdriver" operations in other countries gener- different tariff treatment, or attempt to control

ally produce lower-quality, higher-cost products, imports in other ways based on quality classifica-

compared with the imported products.I Moreover, tions. If certain products are thought to be danger-

the foreign exchange cost of importing parts and ous to health or safety, their use should be limited

raw materials to assemble products within the or controlled internally, not through trade barriers.
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In short, we recommend that Mongolia main- Mongolia's imports are exempt from duties under

tain its current uniform tariff structure at a relative- one or another of the provisions for exemptions.

ly low level, such as the current 15 percent. Exemptions from customs duty are reasonable

Consideration should be given to levying the 10 when the government's goal is to encourage par-

percent sales and excise taxes, now currently a sur- ticular activities or keep prices of certain products

charge on imports, as a domestic tax, levied in the low. The exemptions for humanitarian aid and

domestic market, to ensure that it is equally applied goods under price control fall into this category.

to domestically produced and imported goods. But other exemptions may not achieve the desired

State and private enterprises should continue to be objectives, or may create additional distortions.

treated equally under the tax and customs system. One exemption - for imports of enterprises set

up with foreign capital - may be falling short of

Tariff exemptions its objective of encouraging foreign investment.

The uniformity of the tariff in Mongolia has The law exempts all imports of joint ventures

been undermined by a large number of exemp- from customs duties, including final goods that

tions. The exemptions fall into six categories: will not be processed further in Mongolia but sim-

* goods required for the production of enter- ply resold to consumers. Allowing all imports of

prises established in Mongolia with financing foreign-financed enterprises to enter duty-free

by foreign capital; reduces government revenue and does not neces-
* materials of foreign customers entering the sarily stimulate production activities in Mongolia.

country to be processed in the Mongolian The way in which the law has been interpreted is

Peoples Republic; lement, because the law (at least the English trans-

* goods of humane assistance or imported for lation of the law available to the mission) stipu-

humanitarian purposes; goods destined for lates that goods "..required for the production of

disabled people; and goods financed by enterprises...financed by foreign capital" are

donors; exempt. A strict interpretation would include only

* goods subject to price controls; capital equipment, raw materials, or intermediate

* goods temporarily crossing the territory of inputs. Moreover, this exemption discriminates

the Mongolian Peoples Republic against Mongolian firms, which pay the duty on

* goods entering Customs special zones or imports and makes it more difficult for them to
bonded warehouses located in the territory of compete with firms with foreign participation.

the Mongolian People's Republic; The suggested revisions of the customs law
* oil products and equipment, materials, and under discussion in August, 1992, would remove

raw materials required for the development of the words ".. to be required for the production"

oil products (stipulated in Petroleum Law) from the law. This change would adapt the law to

fit current practice rather than change current
These exemptions have reduced revenue fromg

duties to below the nominal 15 percent of the practice to match the law. We recommend chang-

value of imports. Data on import value and duties ing the system of duty exemptions to treat

collected for the first half of 1992 indicate that Mongolian firms and firms with foreign participa-

duties collected amounted to 7.4 percent of the tion equally. Exemptions from duty for imported

value of imports, approximately half what they inputs should be limited to those imported for the

would have been if the 15 percent ad valorem tar- production of exports and to imports of capital

iff had been imposed on all imports. This result equipment for new production facilities or to

implies that approximately half of all of replace existing depreciated capital.
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Despite its numerous exemptions, Mongolia hierarchy of alternative valuation methods set out

does not exempt purely Mongolian enterprises in the GATT Valuation Code.2

from duty on imports of inputs for production of The use of the official exchange rate in

exports. As of August 1992 the only exemption assessing the value of imports also creates prob-

for raw materials or intermediate inputs imported lems. Values of imported goods in convertible

into Mongolia for processing into export goods currencies are converted into tugrik at the official

was on materials supplied by a foreign customer rate of 40 tugrik per US dollar, a practice that sub-

who receives the final product. For example, the stantially reduces the revenue in tugrik from cus-

Mongolian carpet factories have to pay duty on toms duties, since the official rate was approxi-

imported dyes and thread used to make carpets mately one-sixth the 240 tugrik per dollar rate in

that are exported. In contrast, imports of leather the "parallel" or "commercial" market in August

were exempted from duty when the leather was of 1992. If importers obtain dollars to pay for

provided by a Korean trading company, which imports at the commercial rate, but pay customs

allowed the Ulaanbaatar leather products factory duties based on an assessed value in tugrik at the

to cut and sew the leather into garments and official rate, they pay from one-fifth to one sixth

export to the United States on their behalf. This of the duty that would be collected if imports were

exemption for materials supplied by foreign firms, valued at the commercial rate. While this reduces

but not materials bought by Mongolian firms, dis- the burden of the tariff as a trade restriction, it

criminates against Mongolian companies. The dis- does imply a loss of revenue to the government.

advantage imposed on Mongolian firms by the This practice also implies that the effective tariff

duty exemptions for joint ventures and materials rate differs between those obtaining foreign

processed for foreign firms should be removed by exchange at the official and commercial rates. The

implementing a system of duty drawbacks that solution to this problem is to unify the exchange

would apply equally to all enterprises. Developing rate, as proposed in Chapter 2, and use the one

such a system is discussed in more detail in rate for customs valuation purposes.

Chapter 5.

Export registration and licensing
Customs valuation Export controls are potentially the most seri-

Two problems of customs valuation have ous official barrier to international trade in

arisen in Mongolia, one involving barter trade and Mongolia. As of August of 1992, contracts for all

the other the official exchange rate. With barter export shipments had to be registered with the

trade, products are directly exchanged for one Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI) and certain

another and there is no clear valuation of the ship- goods were also subject to export licensing

ment for customs purposes. Discussions with requirements.

Customs officials indicated that some considera- To register an export contract a prospective

tion has been given to denying entry to goods not exporter had to present to the license bureau of the

accompanied by a standard invoice. But given the Ministry of Trade and Industry their certificate as

importance of barter and countertrade arrange- an economic entity - sole proprietorship, compa-

ments in Mongolia, a preferable solution would be ny, state enterprise, or cooperative, designation

to set up alternative valuation methods that would obtained from the Ministry of Finance - the

continue to allow all types of trading arrange- export contract, and (for foodstuffs or live am-

ments. We recommend that Mongolia follow the mals) a sanitary or veterinary certificate. Customs

required a certificate of registration of the export
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contract before goods were allowed to be export- the signed contract with the foreign company, and

ed. State trading companies, such as additional permissions or documentation depend-

Mongolimpex and Mongolexport, and the larger ing upon the product exported. Permission of the

state enterprises, such as Erdenet, which handle Ministry of Environment is required for sawn tim-

state orders, are not required to register each ship- ber. Permission of the Ministry of Health (and in

ment, but export under a general license. some cases, at the discretion of the Ministry of

Ministry of Trade and Industry officials Health, also the Ministry of the Environment) is

believe registration of export contracts ensure that required for herbal medicines. Permission of the

exporters will be paid for their export shipments. Economic Police is required for scrap metals to

Registration also serves as a means of collecting ensure that they have not been pilfered. For agri-

export statistics, because customs at the time did cultural commodities such as unprocessed raw

not have the ability to collect and compile statis- wool or cashmere, a certificate that the products

tics on export shipments. were obtained through the agricultural commodity

As of August, 1992, export licenses were exchange is required. The Ministry of Agriculture

required for thirteen categories of products: gives permission for exports of fodder, meat, and

* scrap copper; wheat. Applicants for licenses must first go to

* scrap iron and steel; each relevant agency to obtain the required per-

* scrap aluminum and aluminum's alloy; missions, then to Ministry of Trade and Industry

* cashmere, camel's wool, and sheep's wool; for the export license.

* goat's skin and corned sheep's skin; The motivations for the export licensing

* timber wood; requirement vary by product. In the case of scrap

* meat; steel, the export control is to guarantee low prices

* wheat; on scrap metal. In the case of scrap copper and

* fodder; aluminum, the control exists to prevent the theft

* drug plants (herbal medicines); and export of copper and aluminum still in use

* live animals; (for example, trolley cables). The export licensing

* children's clothes and shoes; and requirement for sheep and goat skins, cattle hides,

* imported equipment, materials, and raw camel and sheep wool, and cashmere was prompt-

materials. ed by concern over a shortage of raw materials for

the sheepskin coat, shoe, leather products, carpet,

According to the License Bureau, which and cashmere sweater factories. A concern that

issues the licenses, most applications require only inexperienced private exporters in these industries

one week for approval and almost all applications will price exports too low is also a motivation.

are eventually approved. During 1991, more than Export restrictions were imposed on wood to pre-

453 public and private enterpnses applied for and vent deforestation.

received 1,153 export licenses. In the first half of Registration and licensing requirements can

1992 alone, 481 enterprises obtained 1,143 licens- seriously impede exports and reduce foreign

es. Large state enterprises such as the Erdenet cop- exchange earnings, with adverse consequences for

per mine and Gobi cashmere factory export under the economy. The degree to which export registra-

a general license issued once a year and are not tion and licensing requirements actually restrict

required to obtain a license for each shipment. exports is difficult to determine. At one extreme,

To apply for an export license, the applicant if contracts are registered and licenses are granted

must submit his certificate as an economic entity, automatically without delay, the effect on exports
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could be minimal. At the other extreme, if license exports of cashmere range between 20 and 30 per-

requests are refused, if there are long delays for cent.3 If Mongolia has a sufficiently large share of

both registration and licensing and officials insist the world market to influence world market price,

upon nunimum prices for exported products that and if the amount of Mongolian cashmere and

are above prevailing world market prices, or, as cashmere products that foreign customers want to

has occurred in some countries, payments to offi- buy falls less than proportionately as prices rise,

cials are required to expedite the process, licens- then a policy to maintain high export prices (or to

ing requirements can be a severe - even an restrain exports and drive up world market prices)

absolute - barrier to exports. could possibly increase total export earnings. In

One common argument for restricting exports cashmere, Mongolia exports both the raw material

of raw materials is that controls encoukage domes- and processed goods using the raw materials as

tic processing of raw materials, which proponents inputs, so higher world raw material prices

argue gives greater value-added and increases increase export earnings directly and also indirect-

export earnings. Appendix 4.1 develops a model ly by increasing the world market prices of the

to examine this argument. The conclusion is that processed goods.4

export restrictions on raw material inputs increase But policies designed to keep export prices

profits of the enterprises using the raw materials high pose a serious danger. Attempts to insist on

as inputs, decrease the incomes of raw material high prices when world market prices are falling

producers, and impose net losses on the economy may make exports uncompetitive in world mar-

as a whole. Export controls on raw materials also kets and reduce export earnings even when an

may decrease export revenues. Export controls can exporter has a large share of the market. An

cut total export earnings from final products and example is the experience of Madagascar in the

raw materials, because export controls lower vanilla market. In the mid 1980s, Madagascar,

prices of raw materials and discourage their pro- Reunion, and Comoros operated a vanilla cartel

duction. Export earnings in the cashmere industry that controlled 75 to 80 percent of the world mar-

could be depressed by as much as $5 million by ket for natural vanilla. The Ministry of Commerce

the export controls, according to estimates. The of Madagascar, which controlled export prices,

implication of the analysis is that export con- maintained the price at $72.00 per kilogram (kg),

trols on raw materials may impose heavy well above production costs of approximately

costs while failing to achieve their stated pur- $11.20/kg., despite falling prices in the world

pose. market due to the entry of Indonesia and some

Part of the difficulty the sheepskin coat, cash- South Pacific producers. By 1989 Madagascar's

mere sweater, and other processing factories have share of the world natural vanilla market had

encountered in obtaining raw materials is caused declined to 30 percent, and the country was hold-

by the foreign exchange surrender requirements, ing unsold stocks equal to approximately four

which create a distortion. This problem is dis- years supply. Projections indicate that at

cussed in more detail below. The solution to the current prices the country's vanilla export

distortion created by the foreign exchange surren- trade could disappear by 1997. The experi-

der requirement is not more controls on exports, ence of Madagascar illustrates a potential

but reform of the foreign exchange system. danger of government regulation of export

Another reason offered for imposing export prices.

controls is to keep export prices high. Estimates of This report does not attempt comprehensive

Mongolia's share of total world production and analysis of the cashmere market, but some tenta-
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tive evidence from U. S. import statistics indicates exports of cashmere (or camel hair) because it is

that Ministry of Trade and Industry's attempts to unclear what degree of market power Mongolia

keep prices high may have resulted in prices has in these products. However, if Mongolia does

above those of Mongolia's competitors. (See table continue to restrict exports of these products, we

4.1.) If the higher prices are due to higher quality, recommend using an export tax rather than an

then there is no need for concern about losing export quota or licensing system. Officials should

competitiveness. But if the quality is about the note Mongolia's small market share of exports of

same, then competitiveness may suffer and the other agricultural raw materials currently subject

country will lose export earnings. to export licensing, such as wool, hides and skins,

In the absence of a detailed study on the oper- and timber. Mongolia has no possibility of influ-

ation of the world cashmere (and camel hair) mar- encing world prices of these products. We recom-

kets, and Mongolia's role in them, we would urge mend against any export restrictions on these

caution in attempts to impose minimum export products.

prices or control exports for the purpose of keep- When the motivation for export licensing is to

ing export prices high. Such measures might attempt to control crime - for example, copper

restrict exports without increasing export earnings. scrap - or protect natural resources - for exam-

If Mongolia does have the power to influence ple, timber - export controls should be replaced

prices on world markets, an export tax would be by internal law enforcement and domestic regula-

preferable to an export licensing system. An tions to protect and control the exploitation of

export licensing system results in lower prices on scarce or endangered natural resources.

the domestic market than the world market. Another part of the motivation for export

Traders who receive export licenses will make a licensing is the sense on the part of officials,

windfall profit from being able to buy domestical- familiar with a state trading system, that private

ly at low prices and sell abroad at higher prices. firms are naive about foreign trade, inexperienced

An export licensing system also involves delays in setting prices in international markets, and vul-

and often leads to arbitrary decisions on who nerable to exploitation by foreign importers. The

receives licenses. An export tax, on the other implicit belief appears to be that government offi-

hand, is more straightforward, provides revenue to cials are more capable than individual entrepre-

the government, and involves no administrative neurs when it comes to setting export prices.

discretion or preferential treatment among export- In market economies prices are determined by

ing companies. We recommend against restricting the actions of individual buyers and sellers. Each

seller seeks to obtain the highest sale price, while
Table 4.1 Unit value of U.S. Imports of cash-
mere by exporting country each buyer tries to find the lowest price.

(U.S. dollars per clean yield kilogram) Individual Mongolian exporters thus have no

Jan-Apr incentive to sell at prices lower than the maximum

Exporter 1989 1990 1991 1992 that the market will bear. If the problem is lack of

information on the part of individual producers
Mongolia - 78.27 - 60.01 and traders, an alternative to interfering with
China 8.53 27.42 30.91 40.41 transactions between buyers and sellers would be
Afghanistan 31.35 28.53 17.83 9.77 to provide up-to-date information on prices. In
Australia 10.07 21.47 15.25 9.14.
Australia __10.07_21.47_15.25_9.14_ agricultural areas of many western economies,

Source: United States Department of Commerce, Bureau current market prices of agricultural commodities
of the Census
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are announced several times daily over radio and Foreign exchange surrender requirements
television. Under the foreign exchange retention scheme

To increase the information available to pro- in effect as of August, 1992, as set out in govern-

ducers of agricultural raw materials, the govern- ment decree 49 (April, 1992), specified percent-

ment could encourage the formation of producer's ages of the foreign exchange export earnings of

associations, which would disseminate informa- state enterprises and cooperatives must be surren-
tion on the markets for these materials, and per- dered to the State Bank International for conver-

haps sponsor research on markets and marketing, sion into tugrik at the official rate of 40 tugrik per
and offer grading, inspection, and certification ser- US dollar. The percentages that must be surren-

vices for exported goods. It would be best if these dered, by export product, are shown in table 4.2.
organizations are established and operated by pro- Surrender requirements also apply to state enter-
ducers themselves rather than by the government. prises in the services sector. The travel agency,

The requirement that all export contracts be Zuulchin, must surrender 40 percent and the

registered with the Ministry of Trade and Industry national airline, MIAT, 90 percent of their foreign

is another potential barrier to exports. earnings. Private firms are not subject to foreign

Bureaucratic obstacles to export are time consum- exchange surrender requirements.

ing, cause delays, and leave room for corruption. Mandatory surrender of foreign exchange

Registration of export contracts has been motivat- earnings at the official rate when the commercial
ed in part by a concern that customers will not pay rate or tolerated "black market" rate is much high-

Mongolian exporters unless the government has er is equivalent to a tax on exports. The size of the
proof of a contract. Again, individual exporters export tax equivalent depends upon the percentage

have every incentive to be sure they are paid for of foreign exchange surrendered and the gap
their products, and they would quickly learn to

Table 4.2 Surrender requirements for foreign
insist on letters of credit and contracts on their exchange earnings of state enterprises
own. A second purpose of the registration proce-

dure is to gather data on exports, but this is a func- Product su re uiva

tion normally undertaken by the customs service
Live animals and meat;

and statistical offices. Data on export transactions Semiprocessed (dehaired)
should be collected by customs as a routine proce- cashmere;

Coal; 80 67
dure for customs clearance. We recommend that Unprocessed and
the contract registration procedure be abolished as semiprocessed wool;

Hides and skin;
soon as customs develops the capacity to collect Cashmere and camel wool
export statistics. products

The contract registration and export licensing Semiprocessed hides, 70 58
procedures discriminate against the private sector, skins, fur

because private traders are required to register Copper concentrate
Flourspar concentrate 55 46

each export contract and obtain a license for each Molybdenum concentrate
shipment, while state trading organizations and

Leather garments
larger state enterprises export under general Furand sheep skin products 50 42
licenses. Indeed, the mission was told by some Sheep wool garments
representatives of both state enterprises and the Carpets 40 33
private sector that "only private exporters have to

obtain licenses". Source: Ministry of Trade and Industry
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between the official and commercial rates. 5 The The export license system on raw materials is

export tax equivalents of the surrender require- at least in part an attempt to control private sector

ments, given the percentages of export earnings exports of raw materials and counterbalance the in-

surrendered and the official and free-market rates centives created by the different surrender require-

as of August 1992, are shown in table 4.2. These ments. Extending the requirement to the private

range between 33 and 67 percent, depending on sector will not solve the problem. The foreign ex-

the product exported. MIAT's 90 percent surren- change system must be reformed to allow all firms

der requirement would be equivalent to a 75 per- to buy and sell at the same rate. Piling regulation

cent tax. on top of regulation to attempt to deal with the ad-

The implicit export taxes imposed by the sur- verse consequences of other controls can create a

render requirements are highest on raw materials, completely distorted trading system. A better alter-

somewhat lower on semiprocessed goods, and native is to eliminate the cause of the problem in

lowest on finished products. Higher implicit the first place by abolishing the surrender require-

export taxes on raw matenals than finished goods ments. Any system should provide equal incentives

tend to depress the domestic prices of raw maten- to the private sector, state enterprises, and newly

als inputs to a greater extent than the domestic privatized former state enterprises.

prices of the finished goods themselves. This pat-

tern protects domestic processing activities and Customs administration

tends to artificially encourage domestic processing During the seventy years of central planning,

of raw materials. The economic costs and transfers the customs department was within the Ministry of

involved in this type of export disincentive for raw Internal Affairs. Since there were no taxes on

materials are similar to those described in imports or exports, customs' pnmary responsibili-

Appendix 4.1 for direct export licensing restric- ties were controlling smuggling, checking for

tions. drugs, and inspecting passenger luggage. A

The surrender requirements also cause distor- Customs Affairs Department (CAD) and Tax

tions, because they apply to state enterprises but Services Department (TSD) were established in

not the pnvate sector.6 Applying the surrender re- 1990. The Customs Affairs Department adminis-

quirements only to state enterprises makes it diffi- ters customs laws and collect customs duties while

cult for them to compete with the private sector for the Tax Services Department oversees budget rev-

raw matenals. Exports of finished products by the enue planning and administers tax payments. As

state enterprises are, in effect, taxed, but private of August 1992, Customs Affairs reported directly

sector exports of the raw materials are not. As of to the Cabinet of Mongolia's Government. Tax

August 1992, private sector exporters could export Services reports to the Ministry of Finance.

raw materials and earn approximately 200 to 240 Customs administration is important for two

tugrik per dollar's worth of exports when the ex- reasons. First, an efficient customs service facili-

port proceeds were repatriated and exchanged tates the flow of goods into and out of the country

through the "commercial" or officially tolerated and contributes to trade expansion. Slow, unclear,

"black market". When state enterprises exported or corrupt customs clearance procedures impede

processed goods, they were required to surrender rather than facilitate international trade. The cus-

40 to 80 percent of their export earnings at the offi- toms department is the point of control for all of

cial rate of 40 tugrik per dollar. The system results the country's trade policies. License requirements,

in strong export disincentives for products that use technical standards, and any other trade policy

exportable raw matenals as inputs. measures normally are enforced by customs offi-
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cials. The effectiveness of the entire trade policy of customs experts and will improve customs

relies on the ability of customs to carry out these clearance procedures.

enforcement duties. Second, collection of duties Customs is appropriately assigning a high pri-

by the customs authorities is a significant source ority to the development of a system of valuation

of revenue. Collections of customs duties reached and classification of traded goods. Valuation and

almost 500 million tugriks in the first half of 1992, classification decisions must be uniformly imple-

approximately 12.5 percent of total government mented in all ports of entry. Links should be

revenue during the period. If the coverage of exist- developed between the computerized valuation

ing exemptions were reduced, customs duties system of customs, the Central Bank, and the

would be an even greater percentage of govern- Ministry of Finance to provide all agencies with

ment revenue. Third, customs provides statistical information on import value, foreign exchange

information on a country's trade flows. Accuracy demand, and duty payments.

and timeliness of information on a country's inter-

national trade flows are important ingredients for Conclusions
successful trade policy. Given its importance, cus- Mongolia should maintain the uniform tariff
toms should be strengthened and the implementa- of 15 percent, because the tariff is relatively easy
tion of customs laws streamlined and made as effi- to administer, discourages tariff evasion, and
cient as possible. probably will raise revenue with fewer distortions

Mongolian customs administration experi- than an arbitrary tariff set by lobbying pressure.
enced many difficulties of control and implemen- The government should be wary of suggestions to
tation during its first year and a half. As of August raise tariffs to discourage importation of luxury
1992, customs administration still suffered from a goods or certain other products. Higher domestic
lack of trained staff, poor communications sales taxes and registration taxes are alternative
between government ministries, unclear legislative policies that discourage consumption of luxury
guidelines, bottlenecks of infrastructure and goods without encouraging inefficient and rela-
telecommunication, and insufficient technical sup- tively high-cost domestic production. Mongolia
plies. should consider converting the 10 percent sur-

Adoption of an efficient system of customs charge to a true sales or excise tax to ensure that
clearance procedures, including valuation and sta- the fee is equally applied to domestically produced
tistical reporting, will assist Mongolia's integra- and imported goods.
tion into the world multilateral trading system. The uniformity of the tariff structure has been
Mongolia is currently adopting the world-stan- undermined by a large number of exemptions,
dard harmonized system of customs classification, which have cut duties collected approximately in
which will simplify tariff administration. In addi- half. Some exemptions may not be achieving the
tion, Mongolia is considering implementation of desired objectives, or may be creating additional
the AYSCUDA computerized system of customs distortions. A notable example is the exemption
clearance, with technical assistance from the for imports of foreign firms or joint ventures,
United Nations Development Program (UNDP). which discriminates against Mongolian firms and
This system provides information on world prices makes it more difficult for them to compete with
of classified commodities, which will help cus- foreign firms or joint ventures.
toms officials to assess customs declarations. Mongolia does not have a system to uniform-
Implementation of this system will cut govern- ly exempt from duty imports of inputs for produc-
ment costs by reducing the number of staffweeks tion of exports. The current practice of exempting
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from import duties only materials supplied by for- exchange earnings at the official rate acts like an
eign firms, but not materials bought by Mongolian export tax, which at the exchange rates of August,

firms, discriminates against Mongolian companies 1992, ranged between 33 and 75 percent. Such a

processing goods in Mongolia. This distortion large export tax discourages exports. The foreign
should be removed by implementing a system of exchange surrender scheme also creates serious
duty drawbacks. distortions because it applies to state enterprises

Two problems of customs valuation have but not the private sector. The solution is to unify
arisen in Mongolia. One - recording the full the official and commercial rates and phase out
value of barter trade - could be resolved by fol- the surrender requirements, not extend the

lowing the hierarchy of alternative valuation arrangement to the private sector.

methods set out in the GATT valuation code. The An efficient customs service facilitates the

other - reduced revenue due to valuation at the flow of goods into and out of the country and con-

official rate rather than the market rate - should tributes to trade expansion. The effectiveness of
be remedied by unifying the exchange rate. the entire trade policy depends upon the ability of

Export controls are the most serious official customs to carry out its enforcement duties.
barrier to international trade in Mongolia. Accurate and timely information on a country's

Registration and licensing requirements can seri- international trade flows depends upon the ability

ously impede exports and reduce foreign exchange of customs to collect and report this important
earnings. Arguments that export controls on raw data. Customs should be strengthened, and the
materials increase export earnings by encouraging implementation of customs laws streamlined and

exportation of higher value-added items must be made as efficient as possible.

carefully scrutinized. Export controls on raw

materials can reduce export earnings because they Appendix: The economic Impact of export
discourage production of raw materials and controls on raw material inputs
encourage monopsonistic behavior on the part of Mongolia has adopted a policy of controlling

processors. Arguments that export controls on exports of raw materials. Export controls on raw
cashmere will increase world prices because of materials as of August, 1992, consisted of export
Mongolia's position in the world markets for these licensing requirements for exports of live animals,

products must also be carefully scrutinized. In wool, raw cashmere, camel wool, sheepskin,

other commodity markets, attempts to keep prices goatskin, and timber.7 The reasons for the licens-

high by countries with even larger shares of their ing system range from assuring that domestic

respective export markets have at times backfired manufacturers have access to raw materials to

and resulted in drastic declines in export earnings increasing export earnings through domestic pro-
and market share. We recommend that all export cessing to collecting data on exports, and to pre-
licensing and registration requirements be elimi- .
nated. Restrictions imposed to protect natural vnigteepotto fnieepres hn may sell too cheaply or export without letters of
resources or discourage cnme should be replaced' credit.

by domestic regulations and laws. The purpose of this appendix is to examine
The foreign exchange retention scheme the economic impact of export controls on raw

requires state enterprises to surrender specified materials exports. It is difficult to determine the
percentages of their foreign exchange export earn-

extent to which the licensing system discourages
ings for conversion into tugrik at the official

exports. At one extreme, if licenses were immedi-
exchange rate. Mandatory surrender of foreign ately granted with very little bureaucratic hassle,
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the effect would be small. At the other, if licenses

are delayed, if side payments are needed to facili- (4A.2) D
tate or expedite the process, or if licenses are sim- QF = D ( PF)

ply not issued, the impact on exports could be

large. The analysis is developed as if the type of Net exports of the finished product will be the
control were a quantitative export restriction, difference between the quantity supplied and the
because this approach allows an identification of quantity demanded:
potential rents to traders who do receive licenses.

The analysis first proceeds under the assumption
S D

of perfectly competitive markets for both raw (4A.3) XF = QF - Q F
material inputs and final goods. This assumption

implies a large number of independent buyers and

sellers. The assumption is later dropped to explore Suppose that the raw maternal is produced by
the impact of monopsony power on the part of a a perfectly competitive input industry and that the
single buyer of raw materials for processing. The quantity of the raw material input supplied
monopsony case is potentially relevant for depends on its price:
Mongolia, where the legacy of central planning is

large firms and highly concentrated industries.

(4A.4) S
Raw material export controls with perfectly AQ = S ( P1 )

competitive markets
Suppose that a raw material input, I (such as

raw cashmere) is used as in input into the produc- Suppose that the raw material is not demand-

tion of a final product, F (such as cashmere ed in the domestic market except as an input to the

sweaters). Following Corden (1973), to ease final goods processing industry. This assumption,

graphical presentation and link the markets for along with the definition of the "units" of input,

inputs and outputs, units of input are defined so implies that:

that one unit of input is required to produce one

unit of output.8 The perfectly competitive process-

ing industry is willing to process more inputs into

output the higher the value-added per unit in pro- (4A.5) QD S
IF

cessing:

(4A.1) Q F = S (PF - P1) Exports of the raw material will be the differ-

ence between the quantity supplied and the quanti-

ty demanded as inputs by the domestic industry:

where QSF is the quantity of final product sup-

plied, PF is the price of the final good, PI is the

price of the raw material input and PF-PI is the

value-added per unit. (4A.6) XI = Q S = SI(PI) - QD I(F - P1 )
Suppose that demand for the final good with-

in the country depends upon the price:
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Figure 4A.1 Final good and raw materials markets: no trade restrictions

S,
S(V)

PWF~

DF 0 0

S

D*, 0

The equilibrium in this model under free trade market price of the input were Pw and there were

is shown in figure 4A.. If there were no trade no trade restrictions, the quantity demanded would

restrictions, the domestic prices of both the final be DF*, the quantity supplied by the processing

good and the raw material would be equal to their industry would be QF*, and QF*-Dp* (= XF*)
prevailing world market price. The supply curve would be exported.

of processing as a function of the value-added is The market for the raw material is shown in

shown in the upper panel of figure 4A. 1 by the the lower panel of figure 4A.L, The units along the

curve S(V). The height of the curve is the value- horizontal axis measure the quantity of "pack-

added per unit of final good produced, V. The pro- ages" of inputs, where each "package" represents

cessing industry's supply curve of the final prod- the inputs needed for one unit of output. The pnce

uct under free trade, SF*, would lie above S(V) by measured along the vertical axis is likewise the

the raw material input costs per unit, Pw. The price per "package" of inputs. The domestic raw

demand curve for the product is DF. The upper materials industry supply curve is shown by SI. If

panel of figure 4A. I shows the market equilibrium the price of the raw material in the world market

for the final product under free trade. If the world were P , the domestic raw materials industry

market price of the final good were Pw, the world would produce an output Qj*. At this price of the

raw material, the processing industry supply curve
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would be SF*, the output of final goods would be material price will reduce raw material production

QF*, and the demand for raw materials on the part from Q1* to Q1'. In the final goods market, output
of the domestic processing industry would be Dl*. increases from QF* to QF".
The quantity exported would be X1* (=Q,*-D,*). The raw material export restriction hurts pro-

Export earnings from final goods exports would ducers of the raw material and discourages raw ma-

be PW XF* and export earnings for raw materials terial production and exports, but increases profits

exports would be P'W X1*. of the processing industry, as well as production of

Suppose that the government now controls and exports of the final good. The gains of the pro-

exports of the raw material by imposing an export cessing industry and the losses to the raw material

quota that allows no more than a maximum producers, as well as the net efficiency losses from

amount to be exported. Suppose this system is the restriction, can be identified and estimated. In

enforced through an export licensing system. In the market for raw materials, producer profits fall

terms of the model, the domestic price of the raw because of falling prices. The loss in profits is usu-

material will no longer necessarily equal the world ally identified as a loss in "producer surplus" equal

market price because producers are not free to to area adge in the lower panel of figure 4A.2. The

export. A binding quota restriction implies that the height of the raw material supply curve shows the

quantity of exports is given, and the domestic marginal cost of producing each extra unit. When

price of the raw material input would be deter- price falls to PD, revenues decrease by area adrsge
mined by equation (4A.6) as the price at which the but costs decrease by only gdrs, so net income de-

difference between the quantity of raw material clines by area adge.

supplied and the quantity demanded would equal Part of this loss (area abfe=area hijk) consists

the maximum amount allowed to be exported. of a transfer from raw materials producers to the

Given that the quantity of input demanded processing industry in the form of higher profits

depends upon the output of the processing indus- due to lower input costs. Another part (area bcgf)

try, and given that the position of the processing represents a transfer from raw materials producers

industry supply curve depends upon the price of to the recipients of export licenses, who are able to

the raw material, the new equilibrium would be buy the raw material on the domestic market at PD

determined jointly in both markets. As the raw and sell abroad at Pw The remainder (area cdg) is

material input price falls due to the export restric- an efficiency loss because the extra units of raw

tion, input costs of the processing industry fall and material Ql*-Q,', which would have been exported

the processing industry supply curve shifts down- to earn Pwin the absence of the export restriction,

ward, or to the right. At a constant final product would only have cost an amount equal to the height

price, output of the final product (and therefore the of the supply curve to produce. With the export re-

quantity of the raw material demanded by the pro- striction, these extra units of the raw material will

cessing industry) increases. Figure 4A.2 illustrates not be produced and sold abroad for more than the

the new equilibrium after an export restriction lim- cost of producing them. Area cdg thus represents a

iting raw material exports to X1 is imposed. The net efficiency loss to the country.

pnce of the input will settle at PD where the quan- These transfers and efficiency losses can in

tity demanded (equal to X, plus the quantity of principle be measured. The loss to producers of the

final good supplied at the world market price PwF raw material equals area adge:
and input price PD) equals the quantity of input

supplied along S1. The decline in the equilibrium raw
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Figure 4A.2 Final good and raw materials markets: export control on raw material

I I s(V)

P hn 
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Area bcgf =dPI X

2 Is Q

= dP( QA + EI - dPI dP1
2 Pp

(4A.7)ISdP

= dPI Q I ( 1 + 1 es P, The efficiency loss area cdg can be measured as:
2 PI

dP s dP Area edg - dQI dPI
VIP (I+2 E IsQ2 

2
1 I (4A.9) = e -- (dP,)

where es is the elasticity of supply of the raw s ydP)2
I =(W_pD IE VI(0 )2

material, dPI = (P -P'z), dQI = (Q*-Q/), and V, = 2 1

PIQI is the value of raw material production.

The part of the loss to raw material producers In the market for the processed good, the pro-

that is transferred to export license recipients is cessing industry gains area hikl. The industry mar-

area bcgf: ginal cost curve shifts downward from SF* to SF
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which reduces costs for each unit previously pro- on total export revenue. Foreign exchange earn-

duced and therefore increases profits by area hnkl. ings from final goods exports increase by PWF(QF-
Profits also increase by the difference between QF*). Raw material exports fall from XI* to X,

revenue and costs for the extra units produced, and export earnings fall by PWI (X,*-X,'). Export

area nik. From the point of view of the country, earnings from exports of final goods increase, but

however, the increase in domestic processing of earnings from raw material exports decrease

the raw material creates an efficiency loss equal to because the quantity exported decreases by the

area min because the artificially low raw materials amount diverted to the domestic industry, DI'-DI*

price encourages the processing industry to (=-Qp'-QF*), plus the decrease in production QI*-
expand output beyond the point at which the price QI due to the lower raw material price. The net

in the world market equals the true cost of produc- impact of the raw material export restriction on

ing the final good, including the opportunity costs total export earnings is ambiguous.

of exporting the raw material. Since SF* is parallel The change in total export earnings due to the

to Sp', but lies below it by (Pw- PD), area min = export control on raw materials would be the dif-

area ijk. This part of the transfer from the raw ference between the increase in the value of final

material producers is not a gain to the processing good exports and the decrease in the value of raw

industry, but is simply lost due to higher process- material exports. Given that X -=Qs D and Q =

ing costs. QS, and defining the supply elasticities of the raw

Again, these transfers and costs can be mea- material and final product as Es and es, respec-

sured. The gain to the processing industry is area tively, the decline the value of raw material

hiki: exports would be:

Area hikl = Q F dP - 'dQ dPI
[P,w w [ds - dQD

=I I I FA

(4A.10) F p ( 1 e p (w ) = E P [ dP -EsF dP)

PpP
= dP1Q.( - e ) = Pw [eCQ + ESQ ] dPI

PF P PF

where Es is the elasticity of supply of the process- The first term in square brackets captures theF

ing industry, and dQF = (Q` - Q*). The efficiency decline in raw material exports due to the fall in

loss due to higher-cost domestic processing is: production; the second captures the decline in ex-

ports due to the diversion to domestic processing.

A 1Holding domestic demand for the final good con-
(4A.11) Area ijk = 2 e F (PdP )2 stant, and allowing for free exportation of the

processed good at an unchanged world market

price, the export restriction on raw materials would

Export controls on raw materials are often increase exports of the final good. The magnitude

justified by the desire to increase earnings of for- of the increase in export earnings would be:

eign exchange by encouraging exportation of

higher value-added processed goods rather than (4A.13) w w sQ
raw materials. It is therefore of interest to investi- PF dXF = -P FE dP

gate the impact of the raw material export controls
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Figure 4A.3 Single processor, free trade
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Therefore total export earnings would change

by:

(3A.14) dVX = P wdX, + P dX. = [P(P -P )e8 - P E ]I(dP)
PF P1I

Total export earnings will increase if the greater the value-added in processing at world

expression in square brackets is positive but market prices, the greater the elasticity of supply

decrease if it is negative. The first term in brackets of the processing industry, the smaller the elastici-

reflects the increase in export earnings from ty of supply of the raw material, and the larger the

diverting raw material exports to the processing processing industry relative to raw material pro-

industry and exporting higher-priced processed duction.

goods instead of raw materials. The second term The transfer from raw material producers to

in brackets is the loss in export earnings from the recipients of export licenses can be calculated

reduced raw material production due to lower as:

domestic prices. The raw material export control

is more likely to increase export earnings the (4A.15) Area bcgf = X I dPj
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Application of model to Mongolian cash- in three different parts of the country). These sin-
mere export licensing gle processors are examples of monopsonies. A

Equations 4A.7 through 4A.14 can be used to monopsony is a single buyer of a product. Even
calculate the magnitude of the transfers and net when there is more than one producer, the large
costs associated with the export licensing arrange- market shares or local monopsony position proba-
ments. The values for the variables in those equa- bly gives each producer some degree of potential
tions, and an explanation of the sources and rea- control over local input markets. Whether a
soning behind them, appear in table 4A. 1. monopsony is able to exercise monopsony power

The gains, losses, and net costs were estimat- depends crucially on the international trade policy
ed assuming varying degrees of responsiveness of in effect. If the raw materials processed by these
both raw material and final good production to firms can be freely exported, then these processors
changes in prices. The calculations used combina- may not be able to effectively exercise monopsony
tions of elasticity ranges of from 0.5 to 1 for raw power. They will have to compete with potential
cashmere and I to 10 for garment production. The exporters of the raw materials and will be forced
results appear in table 4A.2. to pay the world market prices for their inputs.

Of particular note is the result that the export But, if the inputs cannot be exported or if exports
controls on raw materials appear to reduce total are limited to predetermined quantities, then the
export earnings in all cases except the extreme processors will be able to control the price of the
combination of a small elasticity of supply of raw raw materials through their purchasing decisions.
cashmere coupled with a large elasticity of supply The determination of prices, production, and
of garments. Even in this case the increase in exports of raw materials and processed products in'
export earnings is a relatively modest $80,608, the case of a monopsonistic market structure in the
achieved at an estimated cost of $718,186 in dead- absence of any export restriction is illustrated in
weight efficiency losses. Figure 4A.4. As in the previous figures, the upper

Also noteworthy is the magnitude of the panel represents the market and production condi-
transfers. Because a large amount of raw cashmere tions for the final product and the lower panel the
is exported, the impact of even the modest 14 per- market and supply conditions for the raw material
cent price differential between the world market input. In the upper panel D represents the demand
and domestic price imposes large losses on herds- curve for the final product and MC(V) represents
men and allows large gains to those able to export. the marginal cost for factors of production other
The estimated losses of $5.5 to $7 million dollars than the raw material input. The extra cost of an
would represent $5 to $7 per person to the approx- extra "unit" of raw material input must be added
imately 1 million people in the countryside. Those vertically to MC(V) to obtain the marginal cost of
able to export gain about $4 million. production curve MC. If the world market price of

the input is P, and exporters are free to export at
Raw material export controls with monop- this price, the processor will also have to pay PW,
sonistic processor and the marginal cost curve for the processor will

The structure of Mongolian industry in 1992 be MC as shown in the upper panel of figure 4A.3.
was extremely concentrated. There was one shoe If the world market price of the final product is
factory, one sheepskin coat factory, one leather pw, then the processor would maximize profits by
products factory, two cashmere sweater factories producing at an output level of Qp*. 9 The quantity
(one of which produces about 90 percent of total of the final good exported would be XF* the dif-
industry output) and three carpet factories (located ference between QF* and DF*.
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Figure 4A.4 Single processor, export control on raw material Input
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In the input market, the processor would A ban on exports of the raw material input

demand DI* units of input, the producers would implies that the single processor faces the upward

supply Qi* at the price Pw, so the quantity export- sloping supply curve of the raw material input S,

ed would be XI* (=Q,*-D,*). Earnings from The greater the output of the processor, the more

exports of the raw material would be PWXI*. raw material purchased, and the higher the result-

Compare this outcome with the resulting ing market price of the raw material. Because the

prices, production, and export earnings if exports processor would drive up the market price for all

of the raw material are limited by some form of units of the inputs used, not just the last unit

quantitative export restriction, such as a restrictive bought, the extra cost of an extra unit of input to

licensing system, an export quota, or an export the processor will exceed the market price. A

ban or embargo. The analysis is developed in the curve showing the extra cost of extra units of

form of an export ban because it is the simplest to input, labeled MCI in the lower panel of figure

illustrate, and because Mongolia has banned 4A.4, can be derived from the input supply curve

exports of certain raw materials at times in the S1. 11 After the restriction on the exportation of the

past. The results would be similar with other input, the marginal cost of the final good would be

forms of quantitative export restrictions. 10  MC . It is derived by adding MCI to MC(V). The

monopsonistic processor can still sell in the world
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Table 4A.1 Variables used in calculations of the Impact of export licensing requirements

w
P1  $25.89/"package" Data provided by the large Gobi factory indicate that the

factory took in 900 tons of raw cashmere, approximately
450 tons of which was exported as greasy or dehaired
cashmere, approximately 80 tons processed for export
as tops, and the remaining 370 tons used to produce
garments. This would imply that 370,000 kilos of
unprocessed cashmere was processed into 250,300
garments. The "package" of unprocessed cashmere
input per piece produced, on average, would be 1.48
kilos. The unit value of unprocessed cashmere exports
in 1992 was $17.49/kilo: 1657.53 metric tons valued at
US$28,986,430 (Ministry of Trade and Industry). Thus
the world market price of a "package" of input would be
US$25.89.

W
PF $35.05/piece Unit value of exports of cashmere garments in 1992: 142,190

pullovers were exported valued at US$7,664,460; US$341,970
of "other garments" were exported, but no quantity figures were
available. Data provided by the large Gobi factory indicated that
they had produced approximately 95,800 other garments in
1992, and approximately 90 percent of their output is exported.
This would imply exports of 86,220 other garments. Thus an
estimated 228,410 garments were exported valued at
US$8,006,430

X, 1,119,953 Exports of unprocessed cashmere in 1992 werel,657,530 kilos,
equivalent to 1,119,953 "packages" of inputs.

QF 275,300 Large Gobi factory output of approximately 250,300 pieces, plus
estimated 25,000 of small Gobi factory.

Q, 1,395,253 Raw material output measured in "packages" of inputs equals
finished product production plus exports of raw material

dPj $3.69 Data provided by the Gobi factory indicate that the price of
unprocessed cashmere in 1992 was 600 tugriks/kilo (at the off i-
cial exchange rate of 40 tugrk/US$, $15.00/kilo) for
unprocessed cashmere. This would imply a domestic price of
$32.40 per "package" of input, $3.69 below the export price.

V $9.16 Value added per unit produced at world market prices, equal to
the difference between Pwand Pw

Es iE 1 to 10 Elasticities of supply of unprocessed cashmere and cashmere
garments, respectively.
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Table 4A.2 Estimated impact of cashmere export licensing requirements
(U.S. dollars)

Elasticity of supply of cashmere 0.5 1 1 0.5

Elasticity of supply of garments 1 1 5 10

Loss to cashmere producers 5,331,932 5,515,380 5,515,380 5,331,932

Efficiency loss in chasmere production 183,448 366,897 366,867 183,448

Increase in garments production 28,983 28,983 144,915 289,831

Gain to garments industry 962,383 962,383 748,488 481,119

Efficiency loss in garments production 53,474 53,474 267,369 534,738

Decline in raw material exports 3,324,614 5,898,856 8,900,343 10,077,962

increase in garments export earnings 1,015,857 1,015,857 5,079,285 10,158,570

Change in total export earnings -2,308,757 -4,882,999 -3,821,058 80,608

Transfer to export license recipients 4,132,627 4,132,627 4,132,627 4,132,627

Total efficiency loss 236,922 420,371 634,266 718,266

market at P', so the processor's profits would be revenue, lfi represents a net loss to the country be-

maximized at QF , the output level at which the cause it is the difference between export revenues

world market price equals the marginal cost of lost and the incremental cost of producing the

production. In the case illustrated in figure 4A.4, quantity that would have been exported in the ab-

this would be at a lower output level than without sence of the export ban. Area elji represents a

the export ban. The processor reduces output transfer from raw materials producers to the pro-

because lowering output reduces the demand for cessing firm.

the input and reduces his cost for the raw material

inputs. As shown in figure 4A.4, when only one

profit maximizing processor buys a raw material Notes

on the domestic market, an export ban on the raw I For an explanation of the types of assembly opera-
material eliminates exports of the raw material, tions that tend to be created by high tariffs or other

and can decrease production and exports of the forms of trade restrictions on finished consumer goods
see Takacs (1991) and (1992).

final good. In this case, total export earnings from

both the final product and the raw material must 2 This is formally known as the "Agreement on the

in whichImplementation or Article VII of the Generaldecrease. Figure 4A.4 illustrates the case in which taiff Arade".
Agreement on Tarnffs and Trade'".

total export earnings fall, but this result is not

unambiguous. If exports of the raw material are 3 Estimate range is based on from interviews with

Ministry of Trade and Industry and Gobi factory offi-
large relative to production of the final good, out- cials, State Statistical Office data, Browne (1990) and
put and exports of the final good may increase.12  Economist Intelligence Unit, EIU Special Report No.

As in the competitive industry case analyzed 2633.

first in this appendix, the export ban will reduce 4 For an analysis of optimal policies when a country
real income or profits of the raw material produc- exports both a raw material and a final commodity made

ers and increase the profits of the processing indus- from the raw material, see Jones and Spencer (1989).

try. Revenues of the raw material producers fall 5 To calculate a formula for the export tax equivalent
from efgh to ijkh. Revenue from raw material ex- of the surrender requirements, let r be tugrik per US$

ports will fall by mfgn. Of this reduction in export at the official rate, rc be tugrik per US$ at the commer-
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cial rate, and p be the percentage of foreign exchange mediate level microeconomic theory textbook for an
that must be surrendered at the official rate (i.e. 50 per- explanation of the analysis of monopsony.
cent surrender implies p=0.5). An exporter's revenue
for $1 worth of exports without the surrender require- 12 MC' must cross MC at the output level at which
ments, converted through the commercial rate, would be MCI crosses a horizontal line of height PIW. This point
rc. With mandatory surrender at a rate p, the tugrik rev- (shown as point a) lies to the ICII of QF* in the case
enue from $1 worth of exports would be pro+(1-p)rc. shown in figure4A.4). Because MC' must be steeper
The equivalent of the tax revenue collected would be than MC, the quantity produced by the processor (and
the difference, rc-[pro+(1-p)rc]. Equivalent tax revenue therefore the quantity exported with unchanged demand
as a percentage of the value of exports at the commer- condition) must be lower. If the supply curve of the
cial rate, would be the equivalent export tax rate, input had been much further to the right (passing

t= (rc-[pr 0+(I -p)re])/rc = p[rc-re]/rc. through b, for example) then MCI would have passed
through point c, MC' would have crossed MC at point d

6 According to current policy the surrender require- with a steeper slope, and output and exports of the final
ments will continue to apply to state enterprises after good could increase. In this case the value of the extra
they are privatized because of the contribution of the exports of final good would have to be balanced with
state to the capital of former state enterprises. the elimination of exports of the raw material to deter-

mine whether total export earnings decrease or increase.
7 This list is based on information from the License Large exports of the raw material relative to domestic
Bureau, Ministry of Trade and Industry. Exports of production of the final good increases the probability
other products also were subject to license: scrap cop- that there will be an increase in output because point a
per, scrap iron, scrap aluminum, scrap aluunum alloy, will be at a larger output level.
scrap steel, meat, wheat, children's clothes and shoes,
and imported equipment, materials and raw materials.

REFERENCES
8 Suppose that the processing industry uses "a" inputs
to produce one unit of output. Then each "package" of Browne, R. J. 1990. Cashmere Goat Notes. Guilford,
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10 ounces of raw cashmere were used to produce a Association.

sweater, then a 10-ounce ball of raw cashmere would be
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ably responsive to the shareholder's desire for high divi- Protectionism." Canadian Journal of Eonomics.
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5
Policies for Export Promotion

M ol economy - usually by a fence - because com-
ongolia is turning from central planning and mercial activities in it are both favored and con-

comprehensively managed trade through the strained in various ways. The main way of favor-
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) ing them is typically by providing access to
to open, external markets. Many countries further imported inputs free of duty and the main con-

along in this transition have adopted special poli- straint is the requirement that all or virtually all
cies to promote export industries. These policies production be for export. Accordingly, a physical
include assistance with export promotion, and demarcation is required to ensure that firms selling
measures giving exporters access to imported on the domestic market do not have access to duty
inputs at world prices, such as duty deferral and free inputs and firms in the zone do not sell on the

duty drawbac schmes provsio for bondedd nt el nhduty drawback schemes, provision for bonded domestic market. These free trade zones usually
warehouses, and establishment of free trade zones have a special and simple customs administration

(FTZs) or special economic zones. The govern- designed to allow goods to go into the zones free
ment of Mongolia has made a commitment to of duty and to make sure that the finished goods
introduce policies to promote exports and to pro- leaving the zone are sold on export markets.

vide exporters access to inputs at world prices. According to a recent World Bank report

This chapter examines free trade and special there are some eighty-six fenced export processing
economic zones, duty deferral and duty rebate zones (EPZs) now operating in twenty-seven

schemes, and export promotion. The following developing countries (World Bank 1991). These
sections clarify terminology by defining free trade zones tend to specialize in two relatively labor

zones, duty rebating and export promotion, exam- intensive lines of production: electronics produc-

ine why establishing these policies would be in tion dominates in zones in Korea, Malaysia and

Mongolia's best interests, and then tackle ques- Taiwan, while garment production dominates in
tions raised by each issue. zones in such countries as Sri Lanka, Indonesia,

Jamaica and Bangladesh.
What is a free trade zone? Frequently the special treatment for firms in a

Free trade zones are typically a group of fac- zone extends beyond duty free access to inputs for
tories or firms located in a specific area. The area export to such things as tax holidays, special tax

is usually separated physically from the rest of the treatment for expatriate staff, and concessional
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prices for land, buildings, and services. For some zones. In Sri Lanka investors benefited from Sri

years countries with zones used these various con- Lanka's unfilled quota access to the US market.

cessions to compete vigorously for foreign capital And in Mauritius, the preferential access of that

that in many cases, particularly for garment pro- country to the European market for garments was

duction, was very mobile. The equipment for a undoubtedly an attraction for many investors.

garment factory could be carried on a single ship, While some countries have sold quota licenses, in

and investors were able to shift factories from most cases, unutilized quota - a valuable asset

country to country as the relative incentives belonging to the country - was literally given

changed. Some of the concessional arrangements away to foreign investors.

offered to foreign investors were extremely gener- Some countries have granted individual firms

ous, so much so that the net benefits for the coun- or factories the status of a special economic zone

try would have been very small. Now it is increas- or a bonded warehouse. This arrangement is simi-

ingly accepted that in any free trade zone prices lar to a free trade zone in that production for

for land, buildings, and services should be on a export is based on duty free imports, but infra-

full cost recovery basis. Indeed it is now thought structure and other services that frequently are part

that zones should be privately managed; one bene- of a zone do not apply. Significantly, a bonded

fit of that would be to make it difficult for govern- warehouse does not compensate exporters for

ment departments to 'give away' an excessively other obstacles to export - such as domestic poli-

good deal to the foreign investor. cy restrictions and infrastructure shortcomings.

In the case of tax concessions, for example, In summary, the lessons of experience with

many countries grant tax credits to domestic firms free trade zones and special economic zones indi-

that pay taxes on incomes from investment cate that:

abroad. This means that the developed country is, o When a country has few non-tariff barriers

in effect, saying to the developing country, "if you against imports and exports and is working

tax them we will not" and, more significantly in well with respect to such things as administra-

this context, "if you don't tax them we certainly tion, investment, ownership and taxation law,

will." Thus, when a developing country provides a labor markets, banking and capital markets,

tax concession to a potential foreign investor, it customs administration, and duty rebating for

often represents no real incentive to the firm. The inputs into exports, then there would be no

main effect is to transfer tax revenue from the host argument or reason for establishing a free

country to the investor's base country's treasury. trade zone.

In some free trade zones one of the special o It is important that investors locate in a

attractions for foreign investors has been unful- country for reasons relating to comparative

filled quota access to preferential markets. These advantage and not because they have special

quotas are applied by the developed countries to tax treatment or cheap land, water or power.

protect their clothing and textile industries. In o Services in a zone should be provided on a

countries with well developed clothing industries full cost recovery basis.

such as Korea, Hong Kong, and Singapore, the - Economy-wide regulations are preferable to

quotas are very restrictive. Other countries with zone or regional approaches.

less developed clothing and textiles industries are - The policy needs for a free trade zone are: a

not yet subject to quota or have not yet filled their clear foreign investment regime, restriction

quotas. Sri Lanka and Mauritius, for example, are free and duty free access to imported inputs

widely regarded as having successful free trade and capital goods, rapid low cost customs
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clearance, liberalized foreign exchange reasonable.

regime, quick and consistent processing of This kind of scheme works best for standard

investment applications, and free labor mar- production systems in which the link between

kets. inputs and outputs is clear and not subject to much

*Achievement of these conditions is a summa- variation across firms. The clear relationship

ry of a reform agenda for the country as a makes it difficult for firms to overstate the use of

whole. imported goods as inputs to production. In highly

individualized and short-run production, assessing

What are duty exemption and rebating the manufacturer's statements about input use is

systems? much more difficult. In some countries consider-

Duty exemption systems are administrative able detail and comprehensive administrative sys-

schemes that afford exporters anywhere in the tems are employed to check export claims.

country access to imported inputs at world prices.

These economy-wide measures may be made Export promotion
available in several different ways. One approach Many countries establish special schemes and
- through a temporary import facility - allows institutions for export promotion as part of a trade
exporters to import free of duty but with the oblig- liberalization program. Such measures might
ation to export the goods that incorporate the involve trade fairs, advertising, and government
inputs on which no duty has been paid. If the organized and sponsored tours. Three key ques-
goods are not used for export production, payment tions arise in any export promotion program. First,
of duty by the importer is required. If only some what are the "right" ingredients or components for
share of output (production) is exported then par- such a program? Second, should these components
tial payment of duty is required. Even in countries be delivered by a special export promotion gov-
with tight customs control at a few border points, ernment agency or by the private sector? And
strong data management, and concentrated pro- third, who should pay?
duction, policing duty-deferred goods is adminis- Finding the "right" ingredients of a marketing
tratively very difficult. Mongolia's long, sparsely program is as much an art as a science. Marketing
populated borders, rudimentary data management managers are seldom sure about which bits work
system, and poorly staffed customs would make for single firms, let alone a whole economy.
retrospective duty collection an administrative Marketing experts often express opinions such as
nightmare. ..."only half our marketing expenditures pay off

The second approach, that of rebating duties and we don't know which half." This report does
after they are paid, requires all exporters to pay not attempt to set out the best ways of marketing
duty when importing and apply for reimbursement Mongolian exports, but instead attempts to identi-
after they have exported. This arrangement allows fy the procedures and organizations that will
customs officials to assess the evidence that export deliver the best set of marketing or export promo-
has occurred before issuing a rebate. Such duty tion measures.
rebating or drawback systems are usually based on The experience of countries that have estab-
evidence that dutied goods have been used in cer- lished specialized export development agencies as
tain specified quantities to produce a given quanti- part of a liberalization program has not been
ty of goods. Administration of these schemes fre- encouraging. A recent survey by the World Bank
quently involves established production and cost criticized these specialized export agencies for
coefficients to check that exporters' claims are being out of touch with commercial markets,
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bureaucratic, and ill-suited to the tough job of * Domestic policy impediments, including

making export sales (World Bank 1992). monopolysupplyof domesticservicessuchas

Organizations with closer ties to the private sector, transport, restrictions on ownership of land

such as a Chamber of Commerce, and other pri- and capital and on entry to and exit from

vate trade organizations seem to have the organi- industries, state-owned supply of electricity

zational focus and immediacy of incentives to be and communication services, and a weak,

more effective. generally state-owned banking sector.

The third question concerns funding. - Infrastructure and locational problems - for

Agencies funded at least partly by the industries example, the limited rail and road links to

standing to benefit from export promotion are markets, difficulties in external and domestic

likely to focus much more directly on the market- communication, and the provision of local

ing activities that will pay off. The people footing infrastructure, including power, housing, and
the bill are more likely to insist on that. airports.

The argument for public support is that with- o Lack of incentive on the part of individual

out such support, individual private exporters will firms to promote Mongolian exports in inter-

underspend on export promotion because they will national markets and the single firm pays the

have to share the benefits with other exporters, or entire cost while many Mongolian exporters

because they do not perceive the benefits of pro- benefit.

motion. While there are undoubtedly imperfec-

tions in the decisions of private exporters about Each of the measures under discussion may
activities such as promotion, these imperfections be seen as a way of overcoming an obstacle, in

need to be balanced against the frailties of govern- some cases a natural or market obstacle and in
ment sponsorship. other cases an obstacle put there by the govern-

Governments with scarce funds and adminis- ment. Figure 5.1 sets out these various obstacles to

trative capacity need to be especially careful in trade along with the different approaches to

setting their priorities. Export promotion by a gov- removing them or going around them.

ernment is heavily demanding on both funds and

people. Furthermore it is difficult to make head-

way with export promotion when there are domes- Barriers to imports are taxes on trade, and
.. therefore are at the same time taxes on - or barri-

tically imposed barriers to export. The first priori-

ty in export expansion should be the removal of ers to - exports. 1 To expand trade the obvious
direct policy would be to remove the trade taxes.government-imposed barriers to exports.
Removal of all trade taxes, however, would com-

Why would duty rebating and deferral schemes promise other government objectives, such as rais-
and free trade zones be in Mongolia's best ing revenue, so policymakers look for measures
interests?

that would ease trade constraints but not require
Mongolia wishes to encourage exports and to direct removal of the trade taxes. One family of

earn convertible currencies to pay for much-need- such measures provides exporters with access to

ed imports, but exports are, at present, discour- imported inputs at world prices. There are several

aged by four sets of factors. members of this family:

Barriers to trade, including licensing of *free trade zones (including export processing
exports, minimum export price policy, foreign zones and special processing zones and the like)
exchange controls, and tariffs on imported

goods. - bonded warehouses, and
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Figure 5.1 Approaches to obstacles to exporting from Mongolia

Problem Solution

Obstacles to
exporting (trade) Removeobostacle or Goarund obstacle

Barners to external Dismantle barmers Compensate exporters
trade reduce duties for existing barriers

duties remove licensing duty rebating

licensing --. realistic exchange bonded warehouse

minimum pnces rate, uniform for free trade zones

foreign exchange importers and lat exporters at
controlsexporters alike and least retain some

for all goods foreign exchange

Domestic Impediments Reform domestic mar- Reform markets for

monoply supply kets economy-wide zones and sectors

of services pnvatize establish tree trade
restnctions on deregulate zone with all the
ownership of land establish property features in adjacent

box
excessive rights
regulations modernize customs

service

Infrastructure obstacles Build infrastructure Selective construction
of infrastructure:

rail linkages public investment
user pays specalecoomc

communciation zones could be a way of
weakne pnvate investment zoneying be

port and loading economy-wide lem of kickof economy-
facilities industnal parks wide Infrastructure

Market failure Repair market failure

pnvate exporters subsidize promoion
may not promote canyoutpromolional
quality control
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Figure 5.2 Choosing between removing and going around an obstacle to exports

Problem: Import barriers an
obstacle to exporters

F _ Solution

Direct solution: Indirect solution:
remove obstacle go around obstacle

Remove duties and other Leave the duties on but
barriers to imports compensate exporters for

some of their effects

Negatives Positives Negatives Positives

May be difficult Simple Administratively Better than
politically demanding nothing

Cheap
Can get the Expensive Transitional
same effect Comprehensive step
with little politi- Inevitably
cal effects Transparent incomplete Seems to work

Need to have Potential obsta-
alternative way cles to reducing
of gathering Mongotlia's tar-
revenue for iffs should be
government small because

duties are new,
low and simple
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* schemes for duty deferral, duty drawback, or istratively demanding, particularly when com-

duty rebating. pared with direct dismantling of the barriers.

The best approach would be the removal of the

obstacles directly. If it is not possible to do this, Redressing the effects of domestic policies
and the indirect approach is the only option, then One reason why special zones are attractive to
economy-wide duty rebating measures are prefer- policymakers is that they can offer a way around
able to measures that apply only to zones or some of the domestic barriers to export. For exam-
regions. Figure 5.2 compares the direct and indi- ple, given Mongolia's constitutional limitation on
rect approaches to liberalizing trade. private land ownership, it may be easier to guaran-

It is unlikely that complete removal of obsta- tee foreign investors security of tenure inside a
cles to trade will be achieved quickly. Thus the nominated zone than to guarantee tenure on a
choice for most governments is between begin- country-wide basis, which might require a com-
ning the process of trade liberalization on an econ- plete revision of the constitution. Similarly in
omy-wide basis but slowly, or proceeding with a some countries impediments to efficient labor
much more rapid liberalization for just one part of markets - such as those caused by minimum
the economy. There is probably no single correct wage laws, restrictions on hiring and firing, and
answer to this question - the important point to powerful union activities - may be waived com-
establish is that creation of a special zone would pletely in a special economic zone. From a gov-
need to be seen as a transitional strategy. ernment's point of view it may be easier to

As Mongolia decides upon the most suitable improve the policy on an aggressive but small
strategy, it would be useful to consider the key scale rather than on a piecemeal basis and econo-
elements of the current trade regime, administra- my-wide.
tive capacity and the natural geography relevant to In Mongolia's case the more significant poli-
enforcing a particular trade regime. cies are likely to involve land markets, access to

While Mongolia's 15 percent uniform tariff mineral deposits, freight and infrastructure pric-
rate may appear simple and low, it is substantial ing, and the provision of services such as banking.
from the point of view of exporters because - For example, foreign banks could be allowed
coupled with the surcharge of 10 percent on to operate freely in nominated zones. They could
imports - actual taxes on imports are reasonably provide trade credits and other international bank-
high. This obstacle is compounded by the natural ing services to firms in the zones. The policy
protection conferred by high transport costs. dilemma for the government is, of course, that it
Proposals to eliminate these barriers may face would be so much better to improve banking ser-
political opposition on the part of import-compet- vices across the entire country and let people
ing industries. everywhere have access to the services of interna-

Also, Mongolia faces a difficult revenue situ- tional banking. While it may be argued that "some
ation. The government will be anxious to avoid is better than none," there is a concern that once
measures that forgo revenue to help exports or some people have preferential treatment - for
that involve spending directly to help exports. example, selective access - political pressures

-The government is hard pressed for adminis- may emerge to keep things that way.
trative resources. For the next few years it will

need schemes that are simple and easy to adminis- Infrastructure and locational obstacles
ter. Schemes that indirectly offset the impact of Mongolia is a large, sparsely populated coun-
import barriers on exporters are inevitably admin- try with road and rail services that are not well
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Table 5.1 Proposed free trade zones for Mongolia

Site Main Features Likely Industries Apparent Objective

Choibalsan Mineral deposits Ore processing Attract foreign investment
Agriculture Agricultural processing
Thermal power station Cement

Erdenet Near Russian border Copper mining and processing Attract foreign investment.
Good Infrastructure Exploit existing infra-
Huge mineral deposits structure

Hovd Agncultural production Food processing Attract people and invest-
Big territory with a small Tourism ment; facilitate tounsm from
population Korea given Korea's

population in Russia

Sukhebaatar Abundant coal Ore processing Exploit resources
Good transport Wood Attract investment

Tchoir Good warehouses Agricultural processing Exploit resources
Good accommodation Carpets Attract investment
Near Ulaan Baatar

Dahkan Substantial Japanese Heavy construction Exploit resources
investment already

Power station Engine assembly Attract foreign investment

developed. Rail connects Mongolia to Russia and Free trade or special processing zones
to China, but because of the different railway

gauges shipping by rail to China requires either Proposals under consideration in Mongolia

unloading, reloading, or a costly adjustment of Six sites were, as of August 1992, under con-

freight car configurations. Insofar as air transport sideration for establishment of free trade zones.

is concerned, Mongolia is served by its own air- These sites are: Choibalsan, Erdenet, Hovd,

line, MIAT, by Air China, and by Aeroflot via Sukhebaatar, Tchoir, and Darkhan. Table 5.1 sum-

Moscow. While the airport is adequate, the facili- marizes the major features of each of these sites

ties for handling air freight are not well developed. and the likely industries for each zone. Appendix

Which trade policies would best cope with 5.1 discusses the characteristics of each proposed

these facts of limited infrastructure? In particular, free trade zone in more detail.

would free trade zones or special economic zones

be a good way of overcoming Mongolia's limited Objectives sought in establishing zones in these
.areas

infrastructure? Free trade or special economic

zones could involve development of infrastructure Most regions under consideration as potential

on a concentrated regional basis with special pric- free trade or special processing zones are going

ing provisions and guarantees of service. The through extensive adjustment. Some, for example

question that needs to be addressed is whether Erdenet, have been completely dependent on
Russian involvement, and the reduction of that

there should be other special conditions, such as
involvement requires substantial readjustment.

duty free access to imported inputs and an expect- Somet reques s al resting

ed epor orintaionfor utpt, hat ugh to Some of the requests or Proposals for establishinged export orientation for output, that ought to
a zone are prompted by the view that creation of

such a zone would be a way to facilitate this adjust-

ment. The same kind of adjustment, however, is
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required throughout Mongolia. One interpretation appears to underpin proposals for several zones in

of this point is that regions should not be singled Mongolia. From a country-wide point of view it

out for special treatment. Another would be that would be much better to establish a clear, consis-

perhaps the entire country should be made into a tent set of regulations for foreign investment that

free trade zone. apply across the entire country. As of August,

We now examine several specific objectives 1992 the government was drafting a revised for-

for establishing a zone, in each case tackling the eign investment law. Some of the drafts, commen-

question: would establishing a special or free trade taries, and discussions indicated that provisions of

zone be the 'best' way of achieving that objective the foreign investment law would be left open to

- where 'best' is taken to mean from a considerable interpretation, and specific projects

Mongolian point of view and not just from the would require approval by the government. For

point of view of the particular region? The last example, some of the draft material and discus-

column of table 5.1 summarizes the possible sions suggested that foreign investment projects

objectives of establishing zones at these six sites. should be vetted with a view toward encouraging

From table 5.1 the following points may be projects that promise technology transfer by pro-

made: viding bigger concessions. The same draft laws

* many of the industries envisaged for these suggest that projects should be favored for certain

zones involve capital intensive processing of nominated industries.

local raw materials; Provisions of this kind require extensive

* none of the zones foresee labor intensive administrative discretion, which can cause delays

assembly of imported raw materials for elec- and creates uncertainty in the mind of investors.

tronics or garments as is typically the case for Nominating preferred industries cuts off one of the

zones in other countries; main potential benefits of foreign investment -

* the objective in most cases appears to reflect the ability of outsiders with their much different

the belief that a processing zone would attract sets of experience, capital, and technology to iden-

foreign investment; tify new opportunities for Mongolia. A better poli-

* this common objective raises the possibility cy would be to let foreign investment - and for

that different zones would enter into a 'bid- that matter, domestic investment - occur on its

ding war' involving competitive concessions merits, with no provision for negotiating special

designed to attract foreign investment; concessions project by project. Certain minimum

* the existence of extensive national resources requirements could be imposed, including a nega-

and good but under-used infrastructure com- tive list of industries in which foreign investment

mon to many zones does not necessarily is restricted and standards of conduct.

require establishment of a zone to facilitate Whatever the weakness of a foreign invest-

investment; ment law it is probably better for it to apply on a

* many of the objectives expected of these nationwide basis. Creating a situation where

zones do not appear to be based on the need regions or zones compete for foreign investment

to 'go around' existing obstacles to export. by offering concessions for land, services, or taxes

will probably benefit the zone and the foreign

investor but at the expense of the rest of the coun-

try.
Establishing a zone to attract foreign investment

The desire to attract foreign investment
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Establishing a free trade zone to overcome domes- arranging a duty rebate scheme much simpler than
tic policy obstacles to trade it would be if tariffs were highly variable.

In addition to the lack of a sound foreign Maintaining relatively low tariffs would reduce
investment law, domestic obstacles to export the need for free trade zones since investors would
expansion include constitutional limits on land face the same tariff wherever they locate.
ownership, monopoly (state) provision of trans- On the second main barrier to exports, foreign
port services, and excessive regulation and con- exchange allocation, it has been suggested that
trol. Excessive regulation and monopoly, includ- firms located in a zone would be able to retain
ing costly and inefficient supply of services by their foreign exchange earnings and deal in for-
state owned enterprises, are obstacles to trade in eign exchange as required. This idea makes good
many countries, including many developed coun- sense though it might be asked why not allow all
tries. The policy agenda in many of these coun- exporters whether in a zone or not to retain and
tries involves microeconomic reforms to undo deal freely in foreign exchange? In the long run it
these obstacles on an economy-wide basis. Few, if would not be a sustainable situation to let proces-
any, countries are using free trade or special eco- sors inside a specified zone retain their earnings
nomic zones as a way of overcoming these obsta- while those outside were unable to do so. With
cles. time, it would become impossible for firms out-

The question of security of land tenure is side the zones to compete. The general point is
more difficult. A free trade zone might help with crucial: whenever a government lets a particular

this problem. An agency would be appointed to group have preferential treatment, that treatment
manage the zone; that agency could be given the must be paid for by some other group or sector in
authority to negotiate long term secure leases with the economy. Allowing all exporters to deal freely
foreign (and local) investors. If lack of security of in foreign exchange would increase their incen-
land tenure is an obstacle to investment, however, tives to export and to bring the returns from that
such an agency could be established on a country- exporting back into the country. There would be
wide basis to correct the problem. Its area of less incentive to engage in costly and wasteful
responsibility would cover only land tenure and it contrivances, such as sending foreign exchange
need have no controls over vetting foreign invest- abroad rather than surrender it to the government
ment applications, deciding taxation concessions at official exchange rates. For both of these obsta-
and, for that matter, the price of land, cles, the creation of a free trade zone seems to be a

Overcoming barriers to external trade very round-about way past the export obstacle.

The main barriers to external trade in How well have other countries achieved these
Mongolia are discussed in Chapter 4. The two pit- objectives by establishing a zone for export?

falls the creation of free trade zones would help In attempting to draw a general conclusion

avoid are customs duties and foreign exchange about the relative success of zones, the World

surrender requirements. With respect to customs, Bank's survey article, mentioned earlier, con-

duties, the trade zones are just one response. There cludes that between 40 to 50 percent of zones

are two alternatives: reduce the duties themselves appear to be successful. The report also concludes

or establish a system of economy-wide duty rebat- that most publicly operated zones have performed

ing. We have already suggested that Mongolia's poorly, and that employment creation has been

uniform 15 percent tariff system should be small. Technology transfer has been unimportant

retained. The uniform 15 percent duty makes and links with the rest of the economy have not

been well established. The strong conclusion is
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that economy-wide duty free import systems are a * Joint ventures under the foreign investment
preferable way of providing exporters with duty guidelines, regardless of whether they are

free access to imported inputs. producing for domestic or export markets.
*Finns processing under contract - to cut,

What criteria should apply for establishment of a m a ri unwer tonrshi o t
zone ?make, and trim - where the ownership of thezone?

Recall that we have argued that investors in raw materials remains with the foreign con-
tractor.

free trade zones should receive no special conces-
* Exporters who happen to use goods such as

sions regarding taxation, access to land, or ser-
foodstuffs that are exempt from duty anyway.vices. The main concession should be access to
* Some firms manufacturing, under supervi-duty free imports. Security of land tenure may be
sion, much like a bonded warehouse.

a problem in Mongolia, but for the most part we

would see providing access to duty free inputs to a Strengths and weaknesses of the drawback system
concentrated group of firms - large enough to There are few strengths in Mongolia's exist-
warrant a cost efficient dedicated customs - the ing system of providing exporters duty free access
main rationale for establishing a zone. Given this to imports. The best that can be said is that there is
rationale, the following criteria for establishing a some provision for duty free import by exporters.
zone would be: The system of exemption or duty deferral may

* Export activities proposed for the zone have worked reasonably well when it involved
would need to use substantial imported inputs only a small number of government-owned firms.
to warrant establishment of a special zone and But now the system cannot cope with the emerg-
to make it worthwhile for firms to locate ing small, constantly changing private firms.
there, Customs officials, knowing that they will be
* the zone would need to be near a convenient unable to confirm whether an imported input will
port or freight handling and transport facili- be used for export production, are reluctant to
ties; grant exemptions on these grounds.
* because firms in the zone would be treated The existing exemptions for contract process-
differently from firms outside physical sepa- ing - cut, make, and trim work - are a step in
ration should be practical; and the right direction, but if that is the main source of
*there would need to be a ready supply of exemption, Mongolian firms will be encouraged to
labor for the zone. operate only as processors of imported inputs for

Duty drawback and duty deferral provi- foreign firms, and therefore they are unlikely to

sions learn as much about export marketing and devel-

oping as they might with some other arrange-
Status of these provisions in Mongolia ments. Contract processing also limits the extent

As of August, 1992, only some exporters in to which Mongolian raw materials can be
Mongolia were eligible for duty exceptions on processed for export.
imported inputs, provided that they were exported An overwhelming difficulty with the existing
in processed form. There are no provisions for system is its lack of clarity. Despite all the advan-
duty rebating whereby exporters pay duty at time tages the Trade Expansion Program mission had,
of import and receive a rebate at export based on including ready access to senior administration
the content of the imported good in the final good. and the open, generous discussions we had with
The exporters that are able to import without pay- them, we came away with a blurred understanding
ing duty apparently include the following:
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of how it all operates. Foreign investors may have rebating system would be to "borrow" from the

even stronger incentives than ourselves to discov- large number of countries that now have such sys-

er how the system operates, but in a system that tems in place - Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Chile, and

can apparently work in all sorts of ways they also Taiwan are examples. Before doing that, however,

have incentives to work the system to their best Mongolia would need to ensure that the level of

advantage - that is, to settle on the particular computer availability and literacy matches the

interpretation that suits them - and not necessari- "borrowed" system, and improve on existing duty

ly Mongolia. collection, valuation, and recording procedures.
Although the administrative demands of a

What would be a good objective for Mongolia dutetg te cd be ept to a
with respect to duty rebating? duty rebating system could be kept to a minimum

Given the difficulties of administering the with standard rebates and the maintenance of the

various duty exemption systems in Mongolia, an uniform 15 percent import tariff, there is no deny-

efficient duty rebating system should eventually ing that the duty rebating would use scarce admin-

replace these systems for deferral. istrative resources. We recommend adoption of a

With a duty rebating system, the main action duty drawback system. Recognizing the difficul-

starts when the exporter submits a claim at the ties of implementing many changes in tax struc-

point of export for a rebate of the cost-raising ture within a short period of time, we recommend

effects of import duties. This claim could be cal- implementation of that system as quickly as possi-

culated in several ways. One common approach is ble, but without overburdening the capability of

for the government to publish rates of rebate for the administrative agency to adapt to changes.

particular items, for example, cotton shorts, Export promotion
woollen sweaters and so forth. These rates could

be general or they may apply to the product of Existing export promotion activities in Mongolia

particular firms. The Mongolian Chamber of Commerce and

Bearing in mind the scarcity of administrative Industry has been traditionally responsible for

resources in Mongolia, the heavy demands rebat- export promotion and maintains an active program

ing places on government might steer Mongolia in the new environment. Recently the chamber

away from such schemes. But a sense of perspec- organized a convention in Osaka in conjunction

tive is needed about the extent to which rebating with the Japanese Chamber of Commerce. That

needs to be done exactly. While extravagant convention attracted about 20 people from

demands for duty rebates must be denied, any duty Mongolia, some from newly formed private com-

rebate system will be a rough and ready way of panies as well as from existing state-owned enter-

compensating exporters. Duty rebating does not prises. The chamber is reorienting its functions

compensate exporters for higher costs caused by, toward the private sector. Next year, the chamber

say, license controls, and usually little can be done plans to take a group of people to the United

as a practical matter to rebate for duties on capital States.

inputs. Put simply, rough rebating is probably bet- Other functions of the chamber include acting

ter than no rebating. And its availability on a as an arbitrator in commercial disputes between

country-wide basis would reduce the need for Mongolian firms and international traders. This

establishing free trade zones. arbitration was important in the past in settling

barter trade arrangements between Mongolia and

An obvious approach to establishing the Eastern European firms. The chamber is also

mechanics and procedures for an efficient duty responsible for supervising patents and for super-
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vising certain aspects of trade. For example, the firms to export and providing services to them for

chamber issues a declaration if imported goods are export marketing is inherently a task for govern-
damaged or spoiled. It also issues certificates of ments (Keesing and Singer 1992). The authors

origin that are required for some markets. The observe that although public sector trade promo-

chamber became independent from the govern- tion organizations seem to be the rule in most

ment in 1991. It receives its revenue from the reg- developing countries most such organizations fail

istration of patents and from arbitration and mem- to meet their objectives. Such organizations in

bership fees. developed countries have fared little better.

The second set of activities in the area of Australia's trade promotion agency, Austrade, was

export promotion takes place within the Market the subject of a highly critical review by a leading

Research Institute. The Market Research Institute management consulting firm, McKinsey and Co.,

(MRI) is an independent research group associated in 1990. Trade promotion organizations' flair for

with the Ministry of Trade and Industry that advis- bureaucratic survival are well developed. In the

es on policy. One of its tasks is to advise the gov- Australian-Austrade case, the scathing review of

ernment on export promotion strategies and in that the agency resulted in a complete reorganization

context it has undertaken studies of export promo- in which 95 percent of senior management was

tion and the establishment of free trade zones. The dismissed only to be subsequently reappointed to

Market Research Institute could conduct specific positions at higher salaries.

export promotion exercises on a contract basis, but According to Keesing and Singer, trade pro-

that is not its focus at this time. motion organizations in developing countries that

are frequently established with donor funds do not
Strengths and weaknesses of the existing system

Ge turn out to be a free good. Because they are donor-

funded and not client-driven it is difficult for them
the system for export promotion is coping remark-

to understand client needs. These agencies take on
ably well. The Chamber of Commerce and

a life of their own with little practical contribution
Industry seems to be functioning as a forum for

to export performance.
mobilizing foreign support and interest. It does not

A few of the Keesing-Singer observations
appear to be drawing much in the way of direct

.about a typical organization follow:
government funding, instead receiving its finan-

* Planning starts with the amount of funds the
cial and intellectual support from the producing government will allocate.
and trading sector.

* Has never conducted using its own
One glaring weakness in the system is the dif-

resources, competent, formal subsector stud-
ficulty of sorting out existing rules and proce- ies of industries with export potential.
dures This is understandable in a time of such

* Government has no faith in trade promotion
rapid policy change, but it points to the need for

clarification and dissemination of existing policy. Organization es to abolis t.* Organization has too few funds to actually
The very task of preparing a current handbook of

existing regulations for export would hasten that help oers.
* Instead of immediately distributing useful

process. information to exporters, the organization

Lessons from other countries retains it as a bargaining chip.

A recent survey of official export promotion * Missions and trade fairs represent the only

agencies has thrown considerable doubt on the significant impact of the organization on the

well entrenched belief that the task of persuading business community.
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* At least one-third of missions consist of adequate. But for literally hundreds of years inter-

staff and other public servants. national trade has been facilitated by producers

* Organization has been the subject of at least and all manner of supporting agents - financiers,

two major reports proposing major reforms. shippers, storage specialists, classification people

* Organization has been effective at resisting and so forth. Before establishing government sup-

major reform proposals. ply of these services Mongolia should be reason-

ably sure that private supply will not emerge. The

risk of moving too early with government supply

What should Mongolia do for export promotion? lies partly in the waste that would be involved and

Perhaps one reason why these official export partly in the risk of crowding out efficient private

promotion agencies have proved ineffective is that supply. That supply may be from small private

they have been too ambitious in their objectives firms or from groups that may form cooperative

without providing modest 'nuts and bolts' services associations. It would make good sense for the

to exporters. We recommend that Mongolia: government to harness these resources for export.

* Rely on and encourage private exporters to

do their own marketing. (One of the many

advantages of a realistic exchange rate would What should Mongolia do with respect to

be that any need to restrict foreign exchange policies for establishing free trade zones, duty

allowance for Mongolians travelling abroad rebating schemes, and export promotion as it

would be removed.) makes the transition to an open economy? The

* Be patient and recognize that with good answer is that at this stage of the transition process

communication and travel private exporters there are a number of other policy actions that

will do much of their own promotion. could be taken, and taken on an economy-wide

* Recognize the importance of basic export basis, that would have a higher payoff to

promotion activities like handbooks of export Mongolia.

regulations, which might be made available to First, in the case of free trade zones, it is diffi-

foreign buyers and Mongolian sellers. cult not to conclude that different regions are

* Continue to encourage the Mongolian pushing the idea - for their region - because

Chamber of Commerce and Industry to facili- they see a zone as a way of attracting foreign

tate the export promotion activities sought investment and avoiding government regulations.

and funded by Mongolian exporters. The essential attraction of a free trade zone, name-

* Be careful to do nothing that would restrict ly providing an efficient way for customs to

the development of private suppliers of export administer a system for duty free access to import-

services. Agents, customs agents, freight for- ed inputs by exporters, does not seem to figure

warders, traders, dealers and the like can all highly in proposals for zones in Mongolia. Most

contribute to efficient flows of information of the industries nominated for the six zones under

about export opportunities. review do not appear to rely to a great extent on

imported inputs. Furthermore, the zones do not

At this stage of Mongolia's shift to a market appear to have natural or man-made facilities suit-

economy and to a system of external trade driven ed to easy customs administration or to the conve-

by relative prices - as opposed to a managed sys- nient handling and transport of freight.

tem - it may be difficult to believe that the spon- While Mongolia's tariff is riddled with ad hoc

taneous actions of private producers and traders is exemptions, and a surcharge of 10 percent also
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applies, the basic tariff is low and simple. Even These obstacles, including the system of foreign
with a free trade zone, the benefits to exporters exchange surrender requirements, export licensing
from locating there would probably be small and minimum price controls, would need to be
unless the area had other natural and attractive dismantled before a duty rebating scheme could be
economic attributes. If that were the case, fiFms effective.

would probably locate there anyway on merit. The government should avoid setting up a
This is as it should be; it would be a bad outcome special export promotion agency, even if one
for Mongolia if zones were only to attract invest- appears to be available 'free' with donor funds.
ment because of taxation concessions or other Export promotion should be concentrated in agen-
concessional conditions regarding prices for ser- cies, with links to the growing private sector. The
vices and land. Chamber of Commerce and Industry has the bene-

The security of land tenure issue is a problem. fit of being "close to" exporters, who provide
It may be that declaration of a nominated area as a much of its funding through fees and are able to
free trade area could avoid that obstacle by secur- influence its work. This work, which already
ing long-term contracts between the investor and a includes organizing trade missions and fairs, arbi-

zone management agency. But even then this kind trating disagreements, and arranging certificates of
of agency could operate for industrial parks or origin, should be extended to compiling a simple

other areas without any other of the trappings of a handbook of export rules and procedures. The
free trade zone. It would be very detrimental if six government should not move too early to supply
zones were created without central government services to exporters, such as customs agents,
control so that the zones entered into a "bidding financiers, storage specialists, to avoid crowding
war" for foreign investment. out potential private suppliers of these services.

A higher priority set of policies for Mongolia

would be to establish economy-wide laws for for-

eign investment and land ownership. For foreign Apeix 5.1: oe
investment, in particular, the government should: s ocesin Zones

As of August, 1992, six sites were under con-
- avoid regulations that involve vetting pro- sideration as potential free trade or special export
jects according to degree of technology;
* not nominate particular industries for invest- poesn oe.Teewr hiasn

Erdenet, Hovd, Sukhebaatar, Tchoir, and Darkhan.
ment;

mt This Appendix describes the location and features
* not negotiate incentives and concessions on of these sites that make them candidates as special
a project-by-project basis;

zones. Figure A5. 1 shows the location of the six
* treat local and foreign investment equally; sites.
* allow foreign and domestic firms to retain

and use earned foreign exchange as they see Cholbalsan
fit and allow free transfer of (after tax) profits Choibalsan is located in the Eastern Aimak,

with the advantage of being near both the Chinese
Existing schemes for duty exemptions for and Russian borders. Its industry structure now

exporters are inadequate and beyond the adminis- involves mostly small enterprises employing less
trative capacity of customs. The government than 15 people, although some ore processing firms
should plan to adopt a full duty rebating scheme. are somewhat larger employing 15-100 people.

Also, there are much more serious barriers to The Market Research Institute (MRI) has
exporters than the existing duty of 15 percent. identified a number of industries which may be
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suited to new investment, particularly foreign market is protected by a tariff. While on the plus

investment, in Choibalsan. These industries side this means that PNG will gain a state of the

already exist in some form and include wool pro- art cement plant that plant will supply cement to

cessing, leather processing, shoe manufacturing, domestic users at import plus duty prices. As

vegetable oil processing, mining enrichment, win- cement is a widely used input in most construction

dow glazing, chemicals, cement, and food pro- industry, the cost of construction in PNG is bound

cessing such as meat and flour. to rise.

Power in Choibalsan is supplied from a ther-

mal power station. The MRI has raised the possi- Erdenet
bility that the price of power these days does not Erdenet is now a large export center for cop-
truly reflect the cost of fuel. This would be an per concentrate. It is located in the north central
important consideration, particularly for produc- part of the country not far from the Russian bor-
tion of energy intensive products such as cement. der. The infrastructure there is very good largely
It would be undesirable if the impetus for foreign because the copper enriching plant was a joint
investment in Choibalsan was provided by subsi- venture with Russia. The housing and the services
dies by Mongolia for electricity. In the context of are good. The mineral deposits and reserves are
cement it is also worth noting the pressures that huge. Besides copper there are deposits of molyb-
may arise to allow some sales on the domestic denum, silver and selenium.
market. While cement is frequently traded interna- There is a good railway link between
tionally - usually as bulk clinker cement - it is Ulaanbaatar and Erdenet and also to Russia.
a heavy low value product suited to bulk loading Communications are also good as there is an air
from plants located near sea or rail transportation. strip for small planes. There are good telephone
Thus on the face of it, establishment of an 'export and telex links with Moscow which are now
only' cement plant would not be a simple matter. linked with the Asia system. Warehouses and
It would be one thing if a foreign investor wanted store houses are also very good. The factories in
to establish an export plant 'on its merits'. It Erdenet are the copper enriching factories, timber
would be quite another if the reason for invest- saw mills, carpet factories, power stations, food
ment was a subsidy or pricing concession from the processing, meat, milk, bakeries and small print-
central government. Apart from the concession for ing workshops. Seventy-five per cent of the popu-
access to inputs free of duty - which is not really lation is under 35.
a concession and would not be significant for Clearly the large mineral deposits and the
cement production - any other concessions existing processing capacity indicate that Erdenet
would only cause waste and inefficiency. But if a may be ripe for investment in these areas. The
plant in the zone were to be given concessions and question for policy is would a free trade zone be
then allowed to compete against other domestic the best way of organizing that investment?
market oriented firms that would amount to a gov-

ernment subsidy of one - largely foreign owned Hovd

- firm in competition against other - locally Hovd is in the north-west of the country. The

owned - firms on the domestic market. aimak has a population of 80,000, with some

A recent example of cement industry policy 24,000 people located in the city. Infrastructure is

in Papua New Guinea is relevant here. In PNG a not good as Hovd is a long way from roads and

large multinational firm has agreed to build a plant railways. The existing industry is mainly food pro-

providing its production for sale in the domestic cessing including vodka and meat. There are also
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small workshops producing leather shoes, candles, ed warehouse and aerodrome. The idea would be

and leather products. There is a small power sta- to make the whole city a complete zone which

tion which gets its energy from the river. Mineral could connect with Hovd, Ulaanbaatar and

resources exist for cement, gravel and sand. There Choibalsan. The mission was told that one propos-

is also a small airport. Indeed, the air facilities in al would be to allow factories in this zone to pro-

Hovd constructed by the Russians are the next duce for the domestic market.

best in the country after Ulaanbaatar. The govern- One proposed industry here is glass manufac-

ment is considering Hovd for a special processing ture. Many of the comments made earlier about

zone because it is a big territory with a small pop- cement would also apply to a glass production

ulation. The entire western part of Mongolia is not facility. By all means allow investors to establish

well developed and Hovd has at least basic infra- such a facility. Provide them with duty free inputs

structure. Hovd now depends on grazing stock for - which would not be very important for glass

much of its income. It has very large sheep and production - but do no more than that.

goat production and cashmere production is sub-

stantial. Hovd is also near the border of China and Darkhan

Russia. Both Russia and China have railways to Darkhan is a city of 80,000 people. The city

the border of Mongolia at Hovd. The main trans- has been eager to have a free trade zone estab-

port would have to be by air. lished there. Most industry was heavy construction

and there is substantial Japanese investment. Other

Sukhebaatar industries in Darkhan include: a power station,

Sukhebaatar is located near Russia and there- brick works, coal mining, gold mining, iron ore

fore the Russian market. It has a good network of processing, tractor and diesel engine assembly,

road, rail and river transport. There is abundant and light industries such as sheepskin clothing and

water, wood, and deposits of coal, gold, silver and food processing.

materials for cement production. There is good Transport through to Russia is good and com-

hydro power available and good silver and munication is reasonable. Compared with other

deposits for lime production. The total population cities, except Ulaanbaatar, Darkhan has good

is 90,000 of which about 30,000 live in the central housing for workers. There is also a large number

part. Existing industries tend to concentrate on of warehouses. There are proposals that Russia is

food processing such as bread, flour, meat pro- planning to establish a free trade zone over the

cessing and beer and spirit production. Light border at Khiat.

industries include agro based industries, such as

sewing of leather, leather and skin production. Note
Existing heavy industry tends to be mainly as

repair and maintenance of vehicles and machinery. 1 There are different ways of explaining this linkage.

None of these features of Sukhebaatar, Some people explain it by reasoning that trade in the
long run must balance so that with taxes on trade that
balance must be struck at some lower level for both

good resources would seem to require establishing imports and exports. Another approach is to emphasize
a special zone for efficient use. the increase in prices of inputs to exports brought about

by tariffs. For others the easiest explanation is that

Tchoir eventually the main reason for exporting is to import
and that by making importing expensive the incentive to

Tchoir is located near Ulaanbaatar and there- export must be reduced.
fore near railway facilities. There is a good bond-
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